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Abstract
This report presents a comprehensive feasibility study for a unique and modified conventional
reactor method to produce ‘gMo, the precursor of the most widely used medical radioisotope,
9%Tc. Utilization of a typical nuclear reactor requires the irradiation of stainless steel tubes
called targets, coated with highly enriched uranium, to produce ‘Me, a fission product of 235U.
These targets are typically surrounded by a driver core of fiel elements. The primary objective
was to determine if a critical reactor could be constructed solely of Cintichem-type targets
without the aid of a driver core. Additionally, this reactor would be capable of producing the
entire U.S. demand for 99M0 without compromising the Cintichem process, a chemical
separation method used to extract ‘Mo from the irradiated uranium.

Numerous critical conilgurations were discovered, and additional reactor neutronic studies are
presented which assess reactivity losses. Furthermore, an economic study was completed to
estimate initial construction costs; and to provide a reliable comparison among the conventional,
target-fheled, and solution-fieled reactor concepts in terms of waste dkposal costs. Based on the
neutronic and economic analyses, this new reactor concept appears quite feasible. Two reactor
systems were chosen for fi.u-ther consideration as candidates in actual construction and
experimental testing.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Over the past several years, numerous methods for the production of medical radioisotopes have
been proposed, particularly those relating to the production of ‘gMo. The objective of this
research is to evaluate the feasibility of a unique and alternative method for the production of
‘gMo. There are three major methods currently in use or under consideration:

● the conventional reactor method which utilizes the irradiation of targets;
. the solution reactor method which relies on a continuous batch process with on-line

extraction capabilities; and
. target bombardment with the use of accelerators.

At Sandia National Laboratories, the Annular Core Research Reactor (ACRR) has been tasked
by the U.S. Department of Energy to serve as the domestic source for 99M0 production. This
involves irradiating highly enriched uranium targets in the central region of the reactor using a
driver core of fiel elements, and subsequently extracting the 99M0 fission product from the
uranium oxide coating inside the targets via the Cintichem process. The proposed technique
utilizes the ACRR but does not require the use of a driver core. Instead, the reactor core consists
solely of targets which serve the dual purpose of a fbel element and 99M0production source.

This research is to determine if a critical reactor core could be constructed with a reasonable
number of targets that would still be able to meet the U.S. demand for ‘gMo. Los Alamos
National LaboratoV’s Monte Carlo N-Particle transport code called MCNP (Version 4A) was
utilized as the major analysis tool to model and evaluate the neutronics of thk reactor. The
project consisted of a neutronics and economic analysis composed of several major components:

1.

2.

3.

4.
5.

construction of optimized combinations of moderator materials and target numbers which
yield a critical system, and a parametric study on the variables which impact the system
criticality such as target pitch cladding materials, 235Umass loading, and the number of
targets in the core;
an analysis of temperature effects on kff and associated reactivity losses due to changes
in moderator temperature and density as well as fbel temperature;
investigation of the effects of fission product poisoning from 135Xeand ‘49Sq neutron
poisoning from ~i production in beryllium-moderated systems, and associated reactivity
losses;
iiel bumup analysis based on operation time and core size; and
an analysis of the economic viability of the proposed design with a comparison to other
current and proposed methods in terms of construction and waste disposal costs.

The results of this investigation prove there are significant advantages associated with this
reactor concept, The results demonstrate that the proposed system is a unique design that is both
a neutronically and an economically viable option to 9?v10production. This fiuther validates
that the reactor can meet or exceed the current 99M0 demand for the United States while
preserving the Cintichem process, thereby eliminating the need for modification of the current
target design and extraction process. In additio~ this concept is an improvement of the current
conventional reactor method as the need to use a driver core, the large amount spent fiel waste
generated, and the associated costs of spent fiel storage and disposal are eliminated.
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1. ISOTOPE PRODUCTION METHODS

1.1 Introduction
This research involves a comprehensive parametric analysis to determine th~
production with a unique and alternative reactor method. This report will
obtained from parametric studies performed with the Monte Carlo N-Par
MCNP (Version 4A) which was used to model a series of plausibl
configurations with Cintichem-type targets.

An overview of the current state-of-the-art production methods for medi
given in Chapter 1. This includes an explanation of the nuclear formation n
current production methods such as conventional reactors, solution-ii
accelerators; and a description of the proposed concept. Chapter 2 explahs
code was chosen as the primary analysis tool, the parameters investigated,
obtained from the optimization of specific reactor configurations. Temp
effects on &fi in terms of reactivity loss are summarized in Chapter 3 for
critical configurations chosen from the optimized reactor configurations pres(

Based on the critical cor@urations analyzed for temperature and de]
configurations were chosen from this list of candidates for fiuther analysis
evaluates the production of fission products and poisons. Primary fission ]
here are 135Xeand 149Sm. For configurations containing beryllium as the mo~
the production of ‘Li, helium gas, and tritium are also summarized. An anal!
losses due to 235Uburnup for a given operation time is presented in Cha
quanti~ the neutronics results fkom an economic perspective, Chapter 6 de!
analysis including the approximate costs of construction and waste dispos
concept. These estimates are compared to estimates in the literature for
methods. Appendices contain sample hand calculations, and a sample copy
and output file from a representative reactor configuration.

1.2 D.O.E. Isotope Production Project& History of ‘9M(
Medical isotope production was pioneered in the United States. The first ‘g
was developed by Brookhaven National Laborato~ in the 1950s. Unti
government was the main producer of 9gMo using reactors at Brookhax
National Laboratories. At that time, the private sector developed the ca
isotopes on a commercial scale (Bragg, 1996); however, government reactor
as back-up production sources. Domestic private sector production was initi
General Electric Test Reactor (GETR) in Pleasanton, California and the Cir
in Tuxedo, New York. Production ceased at the GETR in 1977 wh
decommissioned, leaving the United States with only one major production fi
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Production activities were suspended in 1989at Cintichem when itwas determined that costly
reactor upgrades would have to be done to meet requirements by the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC). Because of this and the reactor’s age, the decommissioning option was
subsequently chosen by Cintichem and began in December 1990. With the closure of the
Cintichem reactor, the U.S. continues to rely on the National Research Universal (NW) reactor
in Chalk River, Ontario, Canada (operated by Nordlon International) to provide approximately
60’?40of the supply of 99M0to pharmaceutical companies for distribution. The remaining 40’?40is
supplied by a European source. Due to an impendkg vulnerability to the U.S. supply of 9%40
and its reliance on foreign sources; Congress tasked the United States Department of Energy
(DOE) to establish the Isotope Production and Distribution Program (IPDP). The mission of the
IPDP is to establish a domestic 99M0production capability, ensure a reliable supply (up to 100VO
of the U. S. demand), and pursue eventual privatization of production (Carroll, 1997).

In November 1991, the DOE purchased the rights to the Cintichem technology to ensure
continuity and stability in the production process, and to reduce the amount of time required for
FDA approval. A comprehensive feasibility study was conducted to determine the most feasible
DOE facility to serve as the production site. On completion of the study, the Annular Core
Research Reactor and adjoining Hot Cell Facility (HCF) at Sandia National Laboratories were
chosen as the reactor and processing site; and the Chemistry and Metallurgy Research Complex
at Los Alamos National Laboratory was chosen to manufacture the irradiation targets. The
Record of Decision (ROD) was issued by the DOE in October 1996, and physical modifications
to the ACRR were completed a year later. However, physical modifications to the HCF are
currently in progress and production activities are not slated to begin until summer 1999 at the
earliest.

The NRU reactor has continued to supply the U. S. market for *Mo despite two labor disputes in
June 1997 and May 1998 which temporarily shutdown the reactor and dkrupted the supply.
These events have created heightened awareness of the vulnerable state of the supply. Atomic
Energy of Canad~ Ltd. (AECL) of Canada has proposed and begun construction of two Maple
reactors to take over the production horn the NRU reactor when it is shutdown and
decommissioned in the year 2000. However, this does not mitigate the possibility of fiture
disruptions to the supply as these new reactors still require the U.S. to rely on a foreign source.
It is hoped that the IPDP’s efforts to establish a domestic production capability will be i?uitfid in
providing an immediate production source with the ACRR and encourage the reestablishment of
a private sector production facility.

1.3 Nuclear Formation & Medical Uses of ‘9M0 / ggmTc
‘~o is the precursor to its daughter isotope, 9bTc which k the most widely used isotope for
nuclear medical procedures in the United States today. About 36,000 nuclear diagnostic
procedures are perl?orrned daily in addition to approximately 50,000 medicinal therapies as well
as 100,000,000 lab tests per year with 9fiTc. This accounts for between 80 and 90% of all
nuclear medicine procedures done annually in the U.S. (Parm< 1995).
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The major reasons for its widespread use are due to its many valence states, low energy gamma
(143 keV), and short half-life (6.01 hr). This reduces the amount of time the isotope resides in
the body and minimizes the radiation dose to other parts of the body unaffected by the disease or
ailment the isotope is being used to image. Medical imaging studies with 99mTcare done on the
brain, bone, liver, spleen, and kidneys, as well as in blood flow studies. 99M0is shipped daily to
pharmaceutical houses where 99mTcgenerators are produced. 99mTcis “milked” fi-om the
generator as the 99M0 decays and is subsequently injected into the patient in various chemical
forms. Compared to the time scale of long-lived isotopes, the half-lives of ‘~o and 99mTcare
sho~ about 66.0 hours and 6.01 hours, respectively. Thus it is imperative to continually produce
the 99M0precursor to offset the loss of product due to radioactive decay, most of which occurs
during processing and transportation. The current demand for the United States is approximately
19,700 Ci/wk at the source (including losses based a 30-hour processing and shipping time), or
about 3,000 6-day Ci/wk at the pharmaceutical house dock (Parm~ 1997). A 6-day Ci is defined
as the amount of radioactive material received at the pharmaceutical house dock with a
calculated decay time of six days. The source refers to the location where 99M0 is produced.
The world demand is about twice the U. S. demand.

99M0 can be~n-educed in a nuclear reactor either through the fission of 235Uor by neutron
activation of Mo. Fission production of 99M0requires the interaction of a neutron with a 235U
nucleus to induce the formation of fission fkagments. The lighter of the two fission fragments is
typically on the order of 95 AMU and can be up to 99 AMU which would correspond to a 99M0
nucleus. In contrast neutron activation requires a neutron to interact with a 98M0 nucleus
subsequently inducing an excitation reaction to form a 99M0 nucleus. Figure 1 illustrates the
nuclear formation of 99M0and the physical differences between fission production and neutron
activation.

The formation of a 9~o nucleus occurs in approximately 6. l% of all possible fission events.
Once a 99M0 nucleus is formed via 235Ufission or neutron activation two forms of 99Tc are
produced via beta emission. The most probable of these is the metastable isotope 9hTc, and its
emission of a low energy gamma which are of primary interest to pharmaceutical medicine.
After decaying with a short half-life of about 6 hours, the metastable state of 99mTcdecays to a
longer-lived form of 99Tc and then ultimately to the stable isotope of 99Ru. Figure 2 is an
illustration of the 99M0decay chain and its daughter products.
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There are several major reasons why the fission production of 99M0 is preferred over neutron
activation. The major disadvantages of neutron activation are:

. the low specific activity of 99Mogenerated;

. the requirement of large 99mTcgenerators;
● the generation of large amounts of spent fiel; and
. the need to use enriched ‘*Mo.

In the ACRR for example, irradiation at a neutron flux level of 2 x 1013n/cm2-sec generates a
specific activity for fission produced 99M0 of 75,000 Ci/g, whereas the specific activity
generated through neutron activation is only 0.39 Ci/g, a difference in specific activity of about
200,000 times @%rm~ 1995). This illustrates why a high power reactor with a large irradiation
space would be needed to obtain a specific activity comparable to that of fission produced ‘Me.
Furthermore, such a large, high-power reactor would consequently produce large amounts of
spent fiel. For a production level of 16,500 Ci/w~ approximately 47.7 kg of filly enriched
9*M0would need to be irradiated (l%rrna, 1995). In compariso~ 37 targets (each with a mass
loading of 20 grams of 235U)could be imadiateci at a low reactor power level to meet 113’XOof the
total U.S. demand (krrn~ 1997).

However, there are also disadvantages with using the fission process to produce ‘gMo. First,
highly enriched uranium (HEU) on the order of 93”/0 235Umust be used in the targets. This
generates large amounts of low-level waste (LLW) which need to be reprocessed or disposed, in
comparison to neutron activation which does not use uranium targets. Second, chemical
processing must be used to separate the 99M0from the uranium whereas neutron activation does
not require a chemical separation process. Unfortunately, a chemical extraction process can
generate relatively large amounts of waste. However, unlike other extraction processes, the
Cintichem process does not generate any mixed waste.



There are also trade-offs with the fission process which enhance the production of ‘gMo, but
simultaneously complicate the waste disposition process. First, the power level in the tar et can
be increased by an increase in the $235Umass loading. For example, by adding 5 grams of 35Uto
a 20 gram target, the power level in the target is increased by a factor of 1.25. Consequently, this
increases the amount of LLW that must be disposed o~ with a corresponding increase in the
target coating thickness which is limited by the electroplating process and adherence issues
(l%rma, 1995). Second, the stainless steel cladding of the target decreases the fission production
by Up to 30Yo. To reduce this figure, a redesign of the current target would have to be done
including changing the cladding to a less-absorbing material such as zirconium.

Research is currently being done at Argonne National Laboratory in Illinois to develop targets
which utilize low enriched uranium (LEU) in the form of a thin foil (-125 ~m thick) sandwiched
between two slightly tapered inner and outer tubes of aluminum and zirconiurq respectively
(Hofinan et al., 1997). To date, only thermal tests have been done with this concept, and it is
unclear whether this would be a feasible alternative to the current HEU targets. Proliferation
concerns have been expressed concerning the use of HEU to produce ‘gMo. However, there are
some drawbacks to the use of LEU targets. First, it has not been determined whether the U.S.
demand for 99M0can be met with the use of LEU targets. Second, the United States Food and
Drug Administration (FDA) has not given approval to the method of 99M0production with LEU
targets. Because there is more production of 23??uthrough (~y) reactions with the large amounts
of 23*Uin an LEU target, this presents a major problem in obtaining radionuclidic purity of the
final product as required by the FDA and the pharmaceutical companies.

1.4 Target Irradiation & Extraction Processes
Several criteria must be met for ‘Mo to be produced by the fission process. First, the production .
facility must be able to handle and store relatively large quantities of Special Nuclear Material
(SNM) in the form of targets. Second, the facility must have a reactor dedicated to production
activities. Third, a hot cell must be present to process the targets, prepare the final product for
shipment, and temporarily store solidified liquid waste. Fourt~ a waste disposal site must be
chosen to store radioactive waste generated. And finally, a distribution site must be nearby to
provide timely access to transportation (Coats and Parma, 1994).

Target irradiation is typically the process used to produce 99M0 in nuclear reactors. The
Cintichem-type target which will be used in the ACRR consists of a stainless steel tube 18 inches
(45.72 cm) long and 1.25 inches (3. 18 cm) in diameter. The thickness of the tube is about 30
roils (0.0762 cm), and is coated by electroplating the inside with a thin layer of approximately 20
grams of 235Uin the form of 93”/0 enriched U02 (Parm~ 1998a). The top and bottom of the tube
is sealed at both ends with welded end fittings, and the inside is back-filled with helium gas. The
top end fitting allows the target to be handled remotely when removing it from the reactor, and
the bottom end fitting has a hollow cylinder inside that acts as a catcher for any coating that
flakes off flom the inside of the tube. Figure 3 is a diagram of a typical Cintichem-type target
with the appropriate dimensions. Each target is irradiated in the reactor core for 7 days (24
hrs/day). After the irradiatio~ several targets are removed fi-omthe reactor and are transferred to
a hot cell for processing and preparation for shipping.
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Figure 3. Schematic of a Typical Cintichem-type Target
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Target irradiation in general requires a chemical extraction process to dissolve the uranium from
the target and to precipitate the 99M0 fission product from the uranium. There are several
methods for chemically extracting 99M0produced from the fission process. The first is called the
Cintichem process which was previously used by CinticheW Inc. to produce 99M0 and will be
used by Sandia in its production activities. It is a complex but robust technique which relies on
an acid cocktail to dissolve the uranium coating from the inside of a target and subsequently uses
a precipitation process to extract the 99M0. The waste fission product-uranium solutioq target,
glassware, and associated equipment become radioactive waste which must be disposed.

Overall, the Cintichem process is very efficient and has some areas which can be fbrther
improved upon, but it does not generate the large amounts of waste associated with the UAI
(uranium aluminide-aluminum dispersion) method used by Nordion to produce 99M0 from
irradiated targets (l?arma, 1995). “The second method for fission-produced 99M0 is a fission
fragment deposition method. This entails direct fission fragment deposition into the reactor
moderator liquid or coolant gas that is eventually processed. A third method is similar to the
second as it involves direct fission fragment deposition, except this process relies on the
deposition to occur in the fbel which is at a high temperature and over time sublimes the leakkg
fission products into the coolant gas which is later processed.

1.5 Current Isotope Production Methods
The three major production methods described in the following sections are conventional
reactors, solution-fbeled reactors, and accelerator applications of 99M0 production. General
attributes of these methods as well as the advantages and disadvantages associated with each are
discussed. These methods are compared to the proposed concept described at the end of this
chapter.

1.5.1 Conventional Reactors
The use of a conventional nuclear reactor typically requires the irradiation of targets in a core of
iiel elements which fimction as a driver core. The primary fimction of the driver core is to
provide a secondary neutron source to the targets to aid in the production of 99M0via the fission
process of 235U. For example, the central region of the ACRR core will accommodate up to 37
targets for irradiation. Figure 4 illustrates the ACRR core prior to modification for 99M0
productio~ and the modified core arrangement of targets and fhel elements.

The NRU reactor in Canada uses the target irradiation method to produce ‘Me. There are other
reactors throughout the United States which are also capable of producing 9?kfo. Among them
are the ATR (Advanced Test Reactor) at the Idaho National Engineering & Environmental
Laborato~ in Idaho, the High Flux Isotope Reactor (HFIR) at Oak Ridge National Laboratory in
Tennessee, and the Mksouri University Reactor (MU’RR) at the University of Missouri-
Columbia. These also use the target irradiation process, but instead either use modified targets
which are slightly different than the typical Cintichem-type targets or irradiate fiel elements as
in the case of MURR.
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In general, target irradiation is the most commonly used and documented method for fission-
produced 99M0today; however, the major problem. with this method is the vast amounts of waste
generated in production activities. The power level at which the reactor is operated, the number
of fiel elements in the driver core, and the resulting fiel burnup determines the core lifetime and
ultimately the amount of spent fiel generated.
processing of targets. Unfortunately, the large
reactors pose a problem from an economic and
against the viability of the target irradiation
alternative methods.

1.5.2 Solution-Fueled Reactors

k additioq ‘LLW is also generated from the
amounts of waste generated with conventional
storage standpoint. This is the main argument
method which has prompted the search for

Solution-fheled reactors were among the first types of reactor systems investigated for power
production purposes ikom the late 1940s through the 1960s. Among the first was the SUPO
reactor at Los Alamos, a 25 kW reactor used to experimentally measure radiolytic decomposition
of water. Recent proposals have been discussed and submitted regarding the use of this type of
system to produce ‘gMo. To date, only small scale tests have been done with this type of reactor
to determine its feasibility (Glenn et al., 1996); however, large scale tests have not been
conducted to evaluate if it can handle fill scale production. Advocates of this process claim the
use of solution reactors can compete with or even outperform the target irradiation methods used
in conventional reactors.

Babcock & Wilcox (B&W) Environmental Services, Inc. has proposed a passively cooled,
solution reactor dedicated to 99M0 production called the MIPR (Medical Isotope Production
Reactor) (Ball, 1995). The reactor consists of a Zircaloy cylindrical vessel filled with a low-
enriched (-1 9 ‘/0235U) aqueous solution of uranyl nitrate tie], and is immersed in a pool of water
which fimctions as a heat si~ reflector, and radiation shield. A ower level of 200 kW has been

8proposed and estimated to produce approximately 2,000 Ci of Mo daily. The reactor can be
shutdown for about 1 hour daily to remove fiel for processing and extraction. The solution is
passed through an ion exchange column to extract the ‘gMo, and the excess uranium and fission
products are routed to a dump tank. This remaining excess solution is pumped back to the
reactor vessel where it is reused for another production cycle.

Among the advantages cited by B&W for this reactor are its inherent safety characteristics (large
negative power coefficient of reactivity), the ability to process and extract the 99M0 online,
continuous operation at a lower reactor power level than a conventional reactor, and a reduced
inventory of fissionable material generation (Chopelas and Ball, 1993). The major advantage
claimed by this concept is a significant reduction in the amount of waste generated because the
fhel can be reused for additional production cycles as all of the fission product deposition occurs
in the I%el. This eliminates the need to manufacture, purchase, and dispose of targets and fbel
elements and their associated waste.
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A second type of solution reactor proposed for ‘Mo production is based on a circulating solution
reactor concept developed by Los Alamos National Laboratory called the KING reactor (Hills
and Heger, 1997). The original intention of this reactor concept was to serve as an intense
neutron source as it operates at a very high reactor power, approximately 25 MW. The reactor
consists of an irradiation region filled with water in the central region of the core, the fbel region
is contained in zirconium cladding outside the water regio~ and the outside of the core is
surrounded by a beryllium reflector. The fhel consists of a 93.5 ‘/0 235Uenriched solution of
uranyl sulfate, U02S04 with a fiel concentration varying between 86 to 220 g 235U/L.

It is estimated that if the reactor were operated at the nominal power of 25 MW that 15,000 Cl of
99M0 could be produced in approximately 1.6 hrs (HiIls and Heger, 1997). The major reason
given for the capability to operate this type of a solution reactor at a much higher power as
compared to the MIPR is the inherent heat capacity in a rapidly moving fiel solution. A second
advantage cited is the elimination of an internal heat exchanger because the fbel can be cooled
outside the reactor in a subcritical state.

In general, solution reactors seem to have an advantage over conventional reactors as they do not
require the use of or generate waste with solid fiel assemblies and irradiation targets. However,
there are several important issues which need to be investigated fiu-ther with this production
concept. Among these are heat removal, operating temperatures, and power level duration and
limitations. There are currently no solution reactors operating on a regular basis in the U.S. in
the tens of kW range. In comparison to the power levels proposed for the previously mentioned
reactor concepts, the SUPO reactor’s peak power was only 25 kW. A solution reactor in Taiwan
has been identified as operating at a power of 100 kW but this has not been confirmed (Varley,
1994).

Other issues of concern are the recombination of 02 and H2 due to the radiolytic decomposition
of water in the fuel, and the corrosive nature of the fiel solution on reactor components.
Recombination systems are necessary with a solution reactor due to the large production
amounts and the explosive nature of 02 and H2. In pressurized systems, corrosion problems
have been found to occur at -225 ‘C and phase stability problems at 300°C (Lane et al., 1958).
Assuming successfi.d solutions are found to the previously mentioned technical and safety
problems, this type of production method still requires FDA approval which could prove to be
lengthy and cumbersome.

1.5.3 Accelerators
In addition to conventional and solution fbeled reactors, accelerator systems can also be used to
produce ‘gMo. Accelerators primarily rely on spallation neutron reactions and charged particle
interactions to achieve results equivalent to fission and neutron activation processes used in a
reactor. There are numerous possible reaction combinations, but only a handful are feasible as
their effectiveness is determined by cross section and threshold energy. Among these reaction
mechanisms are neutron and proton activation, deuteron interaction and fission reactions such as
9*MO(Ry)wMo, 9*Mo(d,p)9%40, 100Mo(p,2n)9wTc, 1°0Mo(p,2p)WMo, and 23*U(p,f)99M0(US
DOE, 1995).
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The Los Alamos Meson Physics Facility (LAMPF) accelerator at LANL has been used to
conduct experimental 99M0 production studies by bombarding natural uranium targets via a
238U(p,f)reaction with high energy proton beams. Studies in the late 1980s showed that the
accelerator was capable of producing 1,250 6-day Ci of 99M0per week by bombarding a natural
uranium target with an 800 MeV proton beam at a current of 100 VA (Howe et al., 1996).
Subsequent studies were conducted with lower energy beams of 200 and 400 MeV to determine
if 99M0production is feasible with spallation and low-energy neutron interactions. Tests with a
200 MeV proton beam having a current of 1 VA incident on a target for 24 hours produced 62.06
Ci of 99Mo(Waters and Wilso~ 1996).

In additio~ cyclotrons have also been used in studies with natural uranium targets. Cyclotrons
accelerate protons to GeV energy levels. Research in this area has been done at the University of
California-Davis (UCD) and test results have concluded that a 99M0 yield of 17 Ci/hr is
obtainable with proton-induced fission in 23*Utargets (Lagunas-Solar et al., 1996a). The same
group at UCD has pro osed an alternative to the use of generators used with reactor-based
methods by producing 9L Tc directly with accelerators. This method uses a (p,2n) reaction with
enriched l*OMOtargets to produce the 9*Tc d~ectly without its precursor ‘Me. Test results
from this investigation have shown that a 1 hour bombardment of a target with a 1mA proton
beam yields 23 Ci of 9tiTc (Lagunas-Solar et al., 1996b).

However, there are two major disadvantages with the direct production method. First, direct
production of 99mTcis not very practical due to its very short halflife of 6.01 hours, which
presents transportation and production level limitations even with reactor methods. Second, the
product was found to contain technetium-96 (4.35 days), a contaminant whose production level
is directly proportional to proton energy. In theory, this method is possible; however, it could
pose serious problems with obtaining FDA approval since the process falls short of meeting
current U.S. production level demands and requires subsequent steps in the radiochemical
processing to reduce product contamination.

Two other important drawbacks to accelerator produced ‘Mo are associated with the limitations
of current accelerator technology. First, isotopes generated through nuclear transmutation
generally have very low specific activities. Second, target heating becomes a serious problem
with beam currents above several hundred wA. To meet 100°/0of the U.S. demand for ‘gMo,
beam currents would have to be several orders of magnitude higher than those documented here
(US DOE, 1995). Consequently, accelerator produced 99M0 has been deemed for now to be
neither technically feasible nor economical for meeting the current U.S. 99M0demand.
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1.6 Proposed Concept
The three major methods presented previously have certain characteristics which make them
feasible options for 99M0production. However, each has some disadvantages which limit their
capability to produce 99M0 on the commercial scale required by pharmaceutical needs.
Consequently, other methods continue to be proposed. Conventional reactor methods are the
most commonly used techniques for 99M0 production, and thk research focuses on eliminating
the large volume of spent fhel and its associated costs for disposal. The main objective of this
research was to determine if a unique alternative to the conventional reactor method could be
devised which would be able to meet or exceed the U.S. demand for ‘gMo. The proposed
concept is a modified version of the conventional reactor method with the major modification
being use of the targets as the core replacing the usual driver core of fhel elements.

For the reactor concept to be a viable production option, several criteria had to be met:
. the core must consist of a reasonable number of targets to maintain criticality and

production levels;
● reactor criticality must be maintained over its lifetime despite fiel burnup and poison

production; and
. the system must be constructed and operated economically.

The proposed reactor core is composed of Cintichem-type targets arranged in a triangular pitch
submerged in a moderator and coolant material. The exterior of the core is surrounded radially
and axially with a reflector to reduce neutron leakage. Figure 5 illustrates a radial view of the
reactor core of targets, and the reflector region. One of the major disadvantages of the
conventional reactor is the large amount of waste generated by spent fbel elements. This
translates into a significant volume of physical waste over the lifetime of a reactor, and a costly
endeavor with regard to the manufacture, purchase, storage and ultimate disposal of the spent
fuel elements. This proposed concept eliminates this waste volume because there is less uranium
in the target than in a typical fbel element, and each target serves a dual fimction as a fiel
element and a production source. The next chapter will detail the neutronics analysis and the
results of the numerous parametric studies conducted to determine the optimized reactor system.
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Figure 5. Radial View of a Reactor Fueled with Cintichem-type Targets.
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2. NEUTRONICS ANALYSIS
This chapter summarizes the neutronics analysis, and explains the results obta
parametric studies conducted to determine optimized reactor configurations. T1
explains why the Monte Carlo approach was chosen over the deterministic codes
analyze numerous reactor configurations. Second, the moderator materials whh
with various target configurations are described in terms of their neutronic
advantages. Third, the various parameters investigated with each reactor cor
discussed. And finally, the construction and analysis methodologies of the confi
their respective IGffresults are presented along with the major differences between

2.1 Monte Carlo vs. Deterministic Codes
Numerous algorithms have been developed over the course of several decad{
particle transport in various media. The specific type of particle transport for this ~
of neutrons in a fissile system. The primary parameter of interest for measuring
fissile system is the effective multiplication factor (k&). bff is defined as tl
neutron production gains relative to the losses incurred through absorption and
account for these processes, the Boltzmann transport equation is used to de;
transport. Consequently, to obtain a result for b, this equation is solved as
problem.

Two major methodologies used in neutronics analyses to simulate neutron tra
Monte Carlo and the deterministic methods. Several major differences are evidel
methods determine the Lff of a fissile system.

. the algorithm they use to obtain a result for lGff;

. differences in cross section data libraries;

. capabilities for modeling complex geometries; and
● computer time required to complete a given calculation.

Deterministic codes solve the Boltzmann transport equation directly to obtain an ~
bff using the discrete ordinates method. This algorithm divides the space throl
particles travel into small boxes. lGffis calculated by measuring the neutron bl
differential portion of space. In contrast, Monte Carlo methods do not solve
equation directly; rather, they use a statistical approach to obtain a result for ~ff
the stochastic behavior of individual particles and recording various aspects of this
time. A Monte Carlo code utilizes a set of random numbers to generate a statisl
each particle through what is called a random walk analysis. Random numbers a
interaction to determine what process the neutron will undergo: fission, absorption
As each neutron is tracked throughout a media, the amount of energy lost or
neutron, how many new neutrons are created from fission, and the direction of
interaction are among the measured parameters.
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hotherdifference istheformat ofneutron cross setiion datalibrafies utilized in both codes. A
neutron cross section is the probability that a neutron will undergo a certain interaction in its
lifetime such as fissio~ scattering, or absorption. The random numbers generated by the code
are directly correlated to the cross sections in the data library and are used in the calculation to
determine how a neutron will behave in various materials. Deterministic codes generally rely on
multigroup cross sections whereas Monte Carlo codes typically utilize continuous energy cross
section data. Some Monte Carlo codes are also capable of using multigroup data. Multigroup
cross sections average the probability of interaction with respect to a flux weighted spectrum
over a specific range of energy bins. Consequently, the flux spectrum of the modeled system
must match the spectrum of the multigroup data set being used for the calculation to be correct.
In compariso~ continuous energy cross sections are not averaged according to a spectrum but
are instead point-wise continuous over a wide range of energies and thus can be applied to a
wider variety of problems.

A major advantage of Monte Carlo codes is their ability to model and analyze complex,
heterogeneous geometries. For a deterministic code to analyze the same geomet~, the geometV
must be simplified or homogenized. However, a disadvantage of Monte Carlo codes is the
amount of computer time required for a calculation. This is generally a fimction of the
complexity and composition of the modeled geometry, the number of neutron generations
simulated, and the number of neutrons per generation the code is required to track. Deterministic
methods are generally quicker because they are limited to simplified geometries, utilize simpler
cross section data sets, and solve a mathematical equation directly rather than simulating neutron
behavior.

The main tool used in the neutronics analysis for this project was Los Alamos National
Laboratory’s Monte Carlo N-Pruticle transport code called MCNP (Version 4A) (13riesmeister,
1993). MCNP is a robust and versatile code that is widely used for neutronics analyse~ in recent
years, its use has expanded worldwide. There are several reasons why MCNP was chosen over
deterministic codes to construct and simulate this reactor concept. Firs~ utilization of continuous
energy cross sections proved more advantageous than using mukigroup data because the neutron
spectra of the modeled configurations were not explicitly determined. Using thk type of cross
section data reduced the possibility of modeling a system with a different spectrum than that of
the cross section library.

Second, modeling a heterogeneous system of targets and moderator with a deterministic code
requires physical and calculational homogenization of the core. With the numerous parametric
studies conducted, this would introduce addhional error with respect to ensuring the core was
properly homogenized and the corresponding atom densities were used. Finally, the required
computer time for a Monte Carlo calculation has been significantly reduced with the advent of
faster computers in recent years. It has become a more viable option considering the recent
advances in computer speed and technology.
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2.2 Moderator Materials
Reactors generally require the use of a special material called a moderator tc
down fission neutrons. In some reactors, the moderator also serves a dual
material to ensure proper and efficient removal of fission generated heat fr
material to be considered a viable choice for a moderator, it must possess se~
a low mass number, a small absorption cross section, and a large scattl
However, no specific material possesses all of these traits so some trade-offs
when choosing a moderator for the reactor design. For the proposed
moderators were tested in the parametric analyses with MCNP: water; b
oxide, graphite, and heavy water.

Most reactors are moderated and cooled with ordinary water. It is relatiw
excellent slowing down properties, has a small migration length for therm
also be used as the reactor coolant. However, for a system to attain and
enriched uranium fbel must be used. The use of enriched fiel provides for
due to the small thermal neutron migration length. Beryllium has a low absc
but a reasonable scattering cross section. A major neutronic advantage form
with beryllium is its ability to produce (q2n) reactions. However, if
properties, low thermal conductivity at high temperatures, and high cost to fa
generally unfavorable. Beryllium metal is very brittle and this is enhanced :
due to the formation of helium gas in the voids of the metal through (~cx) rl
oxide has neutronic properties very similar to berylliu~ is easier to fabricat(
expensive. Utiortunately, it vaporizes rapidly in the presence of moisture z
and leads to the formation of beryllium hydroxide. A major drawback wil
compounds are their extreme toxicity to the body when inhaled.

Graphite is the most widely used of the solid moderators. It has good neut
not as good as those of beryllium. It is less expensive to fabricate than be]
mechanical and thermal properties. It also has good fission product gas
which make it comparable to the containment characteristics of typical fix
Utiortunately, graphite has a tendency to contract and expand at high irrac
due to high neutron fluence and the anisotropic nature of its atomic structure.

Heavy water has relatively good slowing-down properties, a very low abso]
and a reasonable scattering cross section. This enhances the resonance est
thermal utilization of the fbel. Another major advantage of heavy water is 1
can be used as fiel, enriched fiel is not required for operation as it is in
reactor. However, heavy water is expensive, rather limited in distrib
pressurization if it is used as a coolant in addition to a moderator.
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2.3 Parametric Investigations
To create a feasible reactor configuration, it was necessary to perform parametric studies to
determine optimum combinations oftargets and moderator. Thetargets andreactor vessel were
modeled with MCNP in three dimensions. Each target consisted of a series of concentric
cylinders with planes at the top and bottom to give the target a finite height. A reactor core was
constructed by encasing the targets in a hexagonal lattice to arrange them on a triangular pitch.
Figure 6 is a two-dimensional schematic showing a radial and axial view of the target with the
moderator surrounding the target’s components as modeled in MCNP. The thicknesses of the
UOZ layer and stainless steel cladding in Figure 6 are thicker than those in an actual target and
exaggerated here for clarity.

L Targetcladding

Void

\ -

\

Moderator

Radial View U02 layer

Axial View

Figure 6. Radial and Axial Views of a Single Cintichem-type Target Modeled in MCNP.
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MCNP Target Model

Actual Cintichem-type Target

Figure 7. Cross Sectional Views of MCNP Modeled and Nominal Cintichem-type Targets.

Figure 6 also illustrates an axial view of the target with the top and bottom end caps omitted
from the model. These end caps were omitted assuming the &ff results would not be
compromised by a gross over-simplification of the geometry. Figure 7 is a cross sectional view
illustrating the differences between the modeled target and an actual target. It was determined
that adding the end caps to the targets would have created a more complex model. In additio~
the resulting lG~ would have been less conservative because the additional stainless steel creates
more neutron absorption.

To gain a comprehensive understanding of the dynamics which affect this type of syste~ several
major parameters were investigated in the analysis. Among these were:

● number of targets that would yield a critical system;
. optimum moderator material;
● 235Utarget mass loading;
● target pitch or spacing; and
● a comparison of the nominal

absorption such as zirconium.
stainless steel cladding to a material with less neutron

The baseline number of targets was 37, which corresponds to the maximum number of targets
that will fit into the central region of the ACRR. This number of targets was chosen for two
reasons. First, this number of targets gives a basis from which to construct a reactor and
compare to the ACRR. Second, assuming an irradiation schedule of seven days, this would
correspond to a processing rate of between five or six targets per day to meet the U.S. demand.
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For the five moderators test@ various reactor ccmfigurations were constructed via an
incremental methodology through three parametric optimization studies. The first study
consisted of constructing a reactor core with targets infinite in height surrounded by a infinite
radial reflector of the moderator material being investigated. Thk study was done to determine
the optimum target pitch. For the solid moderators, the target pitch and coolant channel radius
were optimized simultaneously. The optimum coolant channel radius was obtained by adding
0.20 cm increments of water around each target beginning with a minimum of 0.0 cm up to a
maximum of 1.0 cm.

The second study consisted of finding the optimum radial reflector thickness. This was done by
keeping the targets inilnite in height and reducing the radial reflector in incremental steps from
an infinite size (two neutron dlfision lengths) to a bare system. For the solid moderators and
heavy water, an infinite reflector of ordinary water was put on the outside to fi.uther reduce
neutron leakage.

The third and final study consisted of optimizing the axial reflector thickness. This was done by
using targets of finite height arranged on a defined pitch surrounded by a finite radial reflector
determined by the previous two studies. The optimum axial reflector thickness was determined
in the same incremental manner as the second study. An infinite reflector of water was added to
the outside of the optimized reflector to reduce neutron leakage in the axial direction. The
following section will summarize and explain the kff results obtained from the configurations
constructed with the above methodology in MCNP. A summary of the optimized dimensions
for each reactor configuration will be characterized for each moderator in terms of the Lff
results. In additio~ reasons for modifications to the nominal target design such as the addition
of solid plugs in the target central region will also be discussed. These studies pertain to
conditions at 27 ‘C (300 K) and were evaluated with appropriate cross sections for this
temperature.

2.4 Reactor Design Results

2.4.1 lGMVerification Cases

MCNP (Version 4A) was run on several personal computers to expedite the process of executing
several hundred input files comprising the numerous parametric studies done for this analysis.
This version of the code was previously compiled with the Lahey Fortran Compiler, Version
4. IL to run on a personal computer. All of the machines used were stand alone mode, IBM
compatible computers with Pentium processors of various speeds. Three input files were chosen
to veri~ that the code is machine independent, and that no significant differences should be
expected in the final keff and standard deviation results regardless of the machine used. A
heterogeneous case was tested to determine if the geometric complexity contributed to any
difference in the final lGffdepending on the machine used. Two homogeneous cases were chosen
because they are simple models that yield a km result quickly.
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The first input file models a heterogeneous reactor core comprised of 85 Cintichem-type targets
arranged in a triangular pitch arrangement in a water moderator with 10 cm radial and axial
water reflectors. Each target was set on a pitch of 3.95 cm contained a 235Umass loading of
30.0 grams, a stainless steel cladding thickness of 30 roils (0.0762 cm), and the central void filled
with a beryllium plug. The remaining cases modeled two fast, critical assemblies located at Los
Alamos National Laboratory. Both of these reactor systems are considered homogeneous systems
as they are composed only of fbel without moderator. The first of these files modeled the
Godiva critical assembly. It consists of a bare, 93.71w/0enriched 235Usphere with a radius of
8.741 cm. The second fast system modeled was the Jezebel critical assembly. This is a bare,
plutonium sphere consisting of a mixture of 23%%,240Pu,241Pu,and approximately lw/ogallium.
The sphere has a radius of 6.384 cm with a 0.013 cm thick outer nickel shell.

Table 1 presents the lGffresults and associated standard deviations for the three cases run on five
different machines. Each case was run with 400,000 particle hktories. No significant
differences in keffand the standard deviations were obtained among the five machines tested for
the Godiva and Jezebel assemblies. However, slight differences are evident when comparing
machines 3 & 5 to machines 1, 2, and 4. These deviations may be attributable to differences in
the hardware architectures of the computer systems. Consequently, this test proves there is
consistency in the bff and associated standard deviation results obtained from these machines for
the reactor optimization analysis.

Table 1. ~, Results of MCNP 4A Verification Cases.
Case 1 Case 2 Case 3

Machine Type 85 SS targets, water Godiva assembly Jezebelassembly
core~;lB~lugs, @are- sphere) (barePusphere)

~
DellOptiplex
GXMT5133 1.02621● 0.00130 0.99398=E0.00092 1.00628+0.00095
(133MHZ)

CompaqPresario9546
(1OOM3Z) 1.02621* 0.00130 0.99398* 0.00092 1.00628* 0.00095

AccessTechnologies
ATCLXP2 1.02611+ 0.00133 0.99398* 0.00092 1.00628* 0.00095
(266MHz) I I

DellOptiplexGX1
(400MH2’) 1.02621z!=0.00130 0.99398* 0.00092 1.00628* 0.00095

Gateway 2000P5190
(90MHz) 1.02611* 0.00133 0.99398h 0.00092 1.00628+0.00095

2.4.2 Water Moderator
The first set of designs were constructed with Cintichem-type targets in a reactor vessel filled
with water moderator. An axial and radial reflector of water 10 cm in thickness completely
surrounds each reactor core. Table 2 presents the &ff and standard deviation results for the
twenty water moderated configurations evaluated.
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Table 2. MCNP Results for Water Moderatec
TamzetI Total I Cladding I Target I Moderator/I Radial/,
Pit~h Number Mass Materia~ Cen& Reflector Reflea
(cm) of (grams) Material Thiclmess

ITa~~@* I “- [
85 28.2 Ss I h HXl/ H,O I 10.0/14.50 J --L-.--A.. ..—

4.50 ii 28.2 Zr & H20/ HZO 10.0i 1
4.50 163 28.2 Ss H20/ HZO 10.0/1
4.50 163 28.2 Zr m HZO/ HZO 10.OI1
3.50 85 28.2 Ss H,O H,O/ HZO 10.0/1
J.JV 02 420.42 u Iqv n2w JH20 10.0I 1
3.95 37 28.2 Ss Be H20/ HZO 10.0/1
3.90 37 28.2 zl Be H,O/ H,O 10.0/1

——.
‘1 <n I 0< I ’30~

——A

I 7. I Un I Vnll

-..
3.95 I ii

, ,
30.0 Ls I ie I Eo/i.

2 nn <% I ~n n I 7- D. I Untun t

--/.- , ----- —
FLo 10.0/1

J.7U U1 .7U. u LL DG nyJ 1KL2U 10.0/1
3.95 61 20.0 Ss Be H20/ H20 10.0/ 1
3.90 61 20.0 Zr Be H,O/ H,O 10.0I 1

*Alltargetsused93°/0enricheduranium.

bff results in bold face type denote critical reactor cores. The result
number of practical reactor combinations can be constructed in a w
is primarily due to the strong neutron absorption characteristics o
Most of the configurations composed of zirconium clad targets yiek

The first set of designs consisted of targets with stainless steel o~
(0.0762 cm) in thickness, a mass loading of 28.2 grams of 235U,
reactor containing zirconium clad targets was the only configurati(
attain criticality. Based on the results of these cases, constructic
Cintichem-type targets, especially targets with stainless steel cladd
impractical and insufficient as a viable design choice.

A second parametric study was conducted to determine alternative!
nominal target design to attain criticality with a reasonable numb
targets and increasing the mass loading of 235U in the tar
counterproductive as this would increase keff while simultaneous
waste generated later. Thus it was determined that adding a mod
region would be a more efficient alternative to offset the abso
cladding.
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A filled center region was simulated with three moderators: water, beryllium and polyethylene.
Water would be used to flood the target center. Beryllium and polyethylene would be cast in the
form of solid plugs which would fit into the central region and be reused for subsequent
irradiation cycles. Figure8 compares the ~resultsfiom the target pitch optimization study for
85 stainless steel targets using these fill materials to a target with a dry target center. Figure 9 is
a comparison of the L results as a fi.mction of target pitch for 85 zirconium clad targets.

E
+H20 in center

) + Be plug
) + Polyethyleneplug

-v- Drycenter

----
3.00 3.50 4.00 4.50 5.00 5.50

Target Pitch (cm)

Figure 8. k Results for Water Moderated Reactors Using 85 Stainless Steel Clad Targets
and Various Target Center Materials.
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Figure9. kResul@ for Water Moderated Reactors Using 85 Zirconium CIad Targets and
Various Target Center Materials.

Higher b values were obtained for zirconium clad than for the stainless steel targets, regardless
of the central region contents. Additionally, the optimum pitch was smaller in cases with a
filled center than with the nominal dry center target. Generally, optimum pitches for filled
targets were 0.50 to 1.50 cm smaller than those for dry targets depending on the fill material.

A pair of reactors with 37 targets were evaluated using both cladding materials and beryllium
plugs. However, these cases yielded very subcritical systems so designs with 85 targets were
fhrther evaluated. For stainless steel targets, the use of beryllium plugs yielded slightly higher
bff values than those with polyethylene plugs. High lGff values were obtained for these
moderators because of their scattering properties and the (~2n) reactions in beryllium. For
zirconium clad targets, beryllium was also determined to be the best plug material. Polyethylene
plugs and a water flooding were alternative moderators of choice for the central region in a
zirconium clad target.
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Additional reactor cotilgurations were also analyzed using beryllium plugs in th
for stainless steel and zirconium targets. The mass loadings in the targets for these
and 30 grams of 235U. For these target loadings, reactor cores consisting of61
were investigated. Target cores consisting of61 stainless steel targets with 20 an
235Uwere below a lGffof 0.95. In contrast, reactor cores with 61 zirconium target
mass loadings were above a kff of 1.00. All configurations evaluated with 85 taq
30 grams of 235Uwere above a bff of 1.00. For the same number of targets loaded
of 235U,only the zirconium targets were above a lGffof 1.00. The stainless stef
subcritical and near a ~ff of 0.90.

Unfortunately, there are several disadvantages with using a moderator in the
region. Flooding the internal region of a target with water could cause proble]
extraction and the Cintichem process. In addition, a flooded target would need to
to prevent a rupture from occurring. Beryllium is an excellent moderator but it is
difficult to fabricate. Questions concerning the effects of radiation on beryllium c1
plugs reuse after an irradiation cycle. Polyethylene is relatively inexpensive
fabricate. However, polyethylene is prone to neutron degradation which could
reuse.

Critical configurations in a water moderated system are very limited and require m
the nominal target design. A critical system with the nominal target desi
moderation cannot be attained with less than 163 targets. Utilizing the central
target as an internal moderator for fission neutrons leaving the U02 layer p]
successful concept in offsetting the strong neutron absorption by the stainless stet
also reduced the required number of targets for criticality by nearly half fro
Consequently, a moderator material must be used in a target for a water moderate
a viable option. Furthermore, requiring the construction of a core larger than tl
targets is unrealistic because only a small fraction of the targets could be used for
core of a large size would require leaving some targets in the reactor for an extenl
time thereby creating a driver core, which essentially defeats the original purpose
concept.

2.4.3 Beryllium & Beryllium Oxide Moderators
The second set of moderator materials investigated were beryllium and beryllium f
configurations were investigated with beryllium; two with beryllium oxide. In
configurations were evaluated to determine if the pro osed concept would w
enriched targets. fThese targets were evaluated with a 35U enrichment of 20 v
Parametric analyses were petiormed for each reactor configuration to determim
target pitch, target coolant channel size, and dimensions of the axial and radial n
exterior of the reactor was surrounded by a 10 cm water reflector in the ra
directions to fbrther reduce neutron leakage. Because beryllium and beryllium c
moderators, it was necessmy to analyze the neutronic effects of a water target a
and optimize its size concurrently with the target pitch.
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Table 3. MCNP Results for Beryllium & Beryllium Oxide Moderated Reactors
Target Total Cladding Target Moderator RadiaIIAdal IQfii(s
Pitch Number Mass Material Center IReflector Reflector .
(cm) of (grams) Material Thickness(cm)

Tawets’
7.00 91 28.2 w w Be/ H20 30.0125.0Be 1.09316● 0.00256

10.0/10.0HZO
7.00 91 23.5 Ss * Be/ HZO 30.0t 25.0Be 1.03380&0.00278

10.0/ 10.0HZO
7.00 37 28.2 Ss m BeIH2.O 30.0t 25.0Be 0.92340● 0.00233

10.0/10.0HIO
7.00 37 23.5 Ss m Be/H*O 30.0f 30.0Be 0.86986* 0.00226

10.0/ 10.0HZO
7.00 37 28.2 Zr w BeIH20 30.0125.0Be 1.10859* 0.00295

10.0/10.0HZO
7.00 37 23.5 Zr w Be/HZO 30.0/ 25.0Be 1.06742+0.00288

10.0/10.0HzO
6.00 37 28.2 Ss Poly BeIHzO 30.0I 15.0Be 1.01514i 0.00308

10.0/ 10.0H20
5.00 37 28.2 Zr Poly BeI H20 30.0115.0Be 1.18341* 0.00307

10.0/ 10.0HZO
7.00 37 28.2 Ss ZrH(L85)BeIHzO 30.0125.0Be 0.96842a 0.00268

10.0/ 10.0H20
6.00 37 28.2 Zr ZrH(l.85)BeIH20 30.0/25.0Be 1.13868* 0.00324

10.0/10.0H20
6.00 37 28.2 Ss Be BeI H20 25.0120.0Be 1.00458&0.00252

10.0/ 10.0H20
6.00 37 28.2 Zr Be BeI H20 25.0/25.0Be 1.19729* 0.00263

10.0/ 10.0H20
8.00 37 28.2 Ss Dry BeOIH20 30.0f 25.0BeO 0.91495* 0.00245

10.0/10.0H20
8.00 37 28.2 Zr Dry BeOIH,O 30.0I 35.0Beo 1.10428+0.00296

10.0/ 10.0HZO

*Alltargetsused93*Aenrichedurauiumand hada 0.20 cmgapforwatercooling.

Table 3 presents the Lff and standard deviation results for beryllium and beryllium oxide
moderated reactors cooled with water. kff results in bold face type denote critical cores. The
concept of using solid plugs in the central region was employed in this study to quanti~ its
effects on km in beryllium and beryllium oxide moderated systems. A base case was defined as
a target with a dry center, and its IGffwas compared to those for three moderating materials tested
as solid plugs: berylliuW polyethylene, and zirconium hydride (ZrH1.sS-64.9 a/~hydrogen).

The first beryllium cofilgurations were composed of 37 targets with dry central regions at two
235Umass loadings of 23.5 and 28.2 grams. The optimum pitch for stainless steel and zirconium
targets was determined to be 7.00 cm with a coolant water gap size of 0.20 cm. ~ff results for 37
stainless steel targets using both mass loadings were below 0.95. In contrast, km results obtained
for reactor cores composed of 37 zirconium targets were above 1.05. As 37 stainless steel targets
were subcritical, subsequent studies determined 91 stainless steel targets were required for a
critical system at both 235Umass loadings. Consequently, a reactor core of stainless steel targets
with dry central
consideration.

regions moderated by beryllium was deemed impractical for fi.uther design
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Subsequent studies were done with berylliuW polyethylene, and zirconium hydride plugs. The
number of targets modeled here was 37 with a mass loading of 28.2 grams of 235Uper target.
Based on studies to determine the optimum pitch for targets with plugs, pitches for target centers
with solid plugs were found to be 1.00 to 2.00 cm smaller than the 7.00 cm pitch for the dry
center targets. However, the optimum water coolant channel thickness remained the same at
0.20 cm. Figure 10 illustrates kff results for the optirrized reactors using stainless steel targets,
moderated and reflected with beryllium. Figure 11 shows the kff results for the reactors using
zirconium clad targets.
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Figure 10. &ff Results for Beryllium Moderated Reactors Using 37 Stainless Steel Clad
Targets and Various Target Center Materials.
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Figure 11. lQffResults for Beryllium Moderated Reactors Using 37 Zirconium Clad
Targets and Various Target Center Materials.

Polyethylene plugs yielded slightly higher km values than beryllium plugs in stainless steel
targets. Unfortunately, bff values using both of these types of plugs were barely above 1.00.
ZrH1.8splugs yielded a subcritical system with a kff of 0.96. All of the cases for zirconium
targets were above a km of 1.10, with beryllium plugs being the moderator of choice followed by
polyethylene and ZrH1.gSplugs.

Two configurations were also designed with beryllium oxide as the moderator. These reactors
used 37 targets (28.2 grams of 235Uper target) tith stainless steel and zirconium claddings. Both
reactors were designed to use dry targets without solid plugs in the target central region. In
comparison to the same cases using beryllium as the moderator, the IGm for these cases were
slightly lower due to absorption by the oxygen. Further stales with beryllium oxide were
suspended as these results con.fkmed its neutronic properties are similar to those of beryllium.
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The results presented thus far show that highly enriched targets work very well in obtaining a
critical system. However, proliferation concerns have been expressed in recent years with the
use of highly enriched uranium to produce ‘gMo. Capabilities do not currently exist to produce
99M0 with low enriched uranium on a commercial scale and are still in the development phase.
For the purpose of this research, two cotilgurations were designed to evaluate the feasibility of
this reactor concept.

Both reactors modeled for the low enriched studies contained 37 targets and a mass loading of
28.2 grams of 235Uper target. Zirconium was chosen as the cladding material due to its low
neutron absorption characteristics and the large number of critical cases produced with highly
enriched targets. Beryllium was chosen as the moderator and plug material for its ability to
produce (~2n) reactions and neutron scattering. Table 4 presents the results for the low enriched
target reactors. Lff results for both reactors are above 1.05. The addition of a plug in the central
region of the target also provides a significant increase in lGff. These results demonstrate that
low enriched targets can attain a critical configuration in beryllium moderated systems with a 37
target core. However, fiture work would need to be done to assess this capability with other
moderators.

A number of critical configurations were obtained in beryllium moderated systems. In
comparison to water moderated reactors, there are significant possibilities with beryllium for
constructing a system with only 37 targets. All of the cases investigated with zirconium targets
were critical regardless of whether the central region of the target was dry or contained a solid
plug. Reactor cores with 37 stainless steel targets are also possible; however, they are limited to
using a solid plug. The 91 dry stainless steel targets required for criticality creates a much larger
core needed to satisfi fill scale production.

Ta ble 4. MCNP Results for Low Enriched Beryllium Moderated Reactors
Target Total Cladding Target Moderator Radial i Axial ~*c7
Fitch Number Mass Material Center I Reflector Refieetor
(cm) of (grams) Material Thickness(cm)

ITargets*I”- I I
7.00 I 37 28.2 I Zr JM’ Be/ HaO I 30.0/25.0Be 11.07600+0.00325

10.0/10.0HZO
7.00 37 28.2 Zr Be Be/ HZO 30.0130.0Be 1.14517+0.00269

10.0/ 10.0H20

*All targetsused20°/0enriched uraniumand had a 0.20 cm gap for watercooling.
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Themajor advantage of beqllium asamoderator isits(~2n) reatiion characteristic. Scattering
along with the extra neutrons provided by this reaction give this system a high neutron economy.
An outer reflector of water fi.u-theraids in reducing absorption and leakage. Polyethylene plugs
were the most effective moderator material for use in stainless steel targets because they
overcome parasitic absorption by the iron better than beryllium plugs. Low absorption
characteristics of zirconium allow extra neutrons to induce fi.uther fission events whereas the
extra neutrons are lost to leakage and parasitic absorption with polyethylene plugs. Zirconium
hydride plugs are generally less effective as plug materials for both types of target claddings.

Neutronic characteristics between beryllium and beryllium oxide are similar enough that
beryllium oxide could be used if economic and material limitations prove the use of beryllium to
be unfeasible. Material drawbacks with beryllium include its normally brittle nature and the
production of helium gas which fi.u-therenhances failure of the beryllium matrix with time and
neutron irradiation. In additio~ production of lithium-6 from the decay of helium-6 provides a
significant amount of parasitic absorption which could affect long-term system criticality.
Although beryllium oxide is easier to fabricate than beryllium, it vaporizes rapidly in the
presence of moisture due to the formation of beryllium hydroxide. This could still pose a
problem with using beryllium or its compounds as both are toxic when inhaled. Use of low
enriched targets have been successfully illustrated here for beryllium moderated systems.
However, their applicability for use in other moderators with thk reactor concept is reserved for
Mure research.

2.4.4 Graphite Moderator
The next moderator material tested was graphite. A total often configurations were modeled
with graphite using stainless steel and zirconium targets. The target pitc~ radial and axial
reflector dimensions, and coolant channel size were optimized in a series of parametric studies.
To reduce the neutron leakage outside the graphite reflectors, an additional water reflector 10 cm
in thickness surrounds the exterior of the modeled reactors.

Table 5 presents the bff and standard deviation results obtained fi-om MCNP for the graphite
moderated reactors cooled with water. kff results for critical configurations appear in bold face
type. Four types of solid plug materials for the target central region were modeled and
compared to the base case of a dry center for stainless steel and zirconium targets. The target
pitch obtained fi-om the optimization studies for all modeled systems was 4.00 cm. Depending
on the plug material in the target center, the target coolant channel size varied from 0.20 cm to
0.60 cm. All cases evaluated for graphite consisted of cores with 37 targets and a mass loading
of28.2 grafnS of 235Uper target.
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T
TargetI Total
Fit;h Number
(cm) of

T4.00 37

4.00 37

T4.00 37

4.00 37

--m6-h-

+

ble 5. MCNP Result!
Cladding Target

Mass Material Center
&rams)

28.2 Ss m

28.2 Zr w

28.2 Ss Be

28.2 Zr Be

28.2 Ss Graphite

28.2 Zr Oraphite

28.2 Ss Poly

28.2 Zr Poly

28.2 Ss zrH(l.85
I I

28.2 Zr ZrH(l.85;

*Alltargetsused 93°/0enricheduranium.

for Graphite Moderated Reactors
Water ModeratorI Radial /Axial ~*c
Gap Reflector Reflector I

(cm) Material Thickness(cm)

0.60
HIO 10.0/ 10.0HaO

0.60 GraphiteI 90.0I 30.0graphite 0.90420+0.00241
H20 10.0/ 10.0H20

0.40 Graphitef 60.0f 30.0g@lite O.&3895* 0.00231
HZO 10.0/ 10.0H20

0.40 Graphite/ 60.0[ 30.0graphite1.0468S* 0.00300
H20 10.0/ 10.0H20

0.60 GraphiteI 80.0130.0graphite 0.83256* 0.00251
HIO 10.0/ 10.0HZO

0.60 GraphiteI 80.0130.0 graphite 0.98126+ 0.00264
HZO 10.0/ 10.0HZO

0.20 GraphiteI 80.0140.0graphite0.92140+0.00323
H20 10.0/10.0HZO

0.20 GraphiteI 80.0150.0graphite1.06668* 0.00347
HZO 10.0/ 10.0HZO

0.20 GraphiteI 80.0140.0 graphite 0.88533+ 0.00338
H20 10.0/ 10.0HZO

0.20 GraDhitef 80.0140.0mvhite 1.02252+0.00309
H*O 10.0/ 10.6H20

Based on the analysis of the graphhe moderated reactors, a limited number critical configurations
with 37 targets were discovered. From the ten graphite reactors evaluated, only three yielded a
critical system. Moreover, these critical systems were limited to zirconium targets and required
the use of a solid plug. The four solid plug materials tested were: graphite, beryllium,
polyethylene, and zirconium hydride (64.9 ‘/0 hydrogen). Figure 12 illustrates the keff results
shown in Table 5 with the stainless steel targets. Figure 13 shows the b results for zirconium
targets.

The use of solid plugs did not aid in attaining a critical system with stainless steel targets. Each
of the reactors composed of stainless steel targets had a lceffof less than 0.95. The base case with
a dry center is very subcritical with a km which never exceeds 0.80. When graphite plugs are
used, kff rises slightly but is still very subcritical with kff never exceeding 0.85. Zirconium
hydride and beryllium plugs are fairly comparable but never exceed a keff of 0.90. The best plug
material tested is polyethylene; however, the highest lGffwith this type of neutron scatterer never
reaches 0.95.
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There are a couple of reasons for the subcritical ~ff values observed with stainless steel targets in
graphhe. First is the parasitic absorption in the steel cladding, and second is the high leakage
rate incurred as a result of neutron scattering by graphite and the plug materials. Target pitches
over 4.OOcm were found to be in the over moderated regime in the pitch optimization study and
would have yielded lower kff values than those shown in Figure 12. Figure 13 for the zirconium
targets shows a dry target and the use of graphke plugs both yield subcritical systems and are
considered poor design choices. As a result, polyethylene plugs are the moderator of choice for
the target center plugs followed by beryllium and zirconium hydride plugs.

For both types of cladding materials, the optimized coolant channel thicknesses did not change;
however, they were dependent upon the plug material. The optimum coolant channel size for
dry targets and those with graphite plugs was 0.60 cm. These coolant channel sizes were larger
than the others obtained in the study. A reduction to 0.40 cm of water with targets containing
beryllium plugs was due to better scattering properties and the (~2n) reactions. Polyethylene
and zirconium hydride plugs required only 0.20 cm of water due to their rather high scattering
properties and low absorption traits.

Graphite is generally a good moderator and reflector material. However, its ability to provide
adequate neutron moderation and reflection with this reactor concept is limited. It fared poorly
with stainless steel targets due to the high parasitic absorption of neutrons in the iron of stainless
steel. In additio~ the use of solid plug materials in the target center did provide a significant
increase in kff. Consequently, there are two requirements for a target reactor to be constructed
with a graphite moderator and reflector. First, the targets must be clad with zirconium metal.
Second, a solid plug made of polyethylene, berylliuq or zirconium hydride must be used. The
good scattering properties of these materials combined with the low absorption traits of
zirconium provide a viable combination.

2.4.5 Heavy Water Moderator
The last moderator material investigated was heavy water. Four reactors with 37 targets in each
core were constructed with stainless steel and zirconium targets. These reactors were modeled
with two different coolant configurations:

● the first pair of reactors uses heavy water as the moderator and coolant; and
. the second pair uses water as the coolant and heavy water as the moderator.

There are two major advantages with using water as the coolant. It prevents costly and frequent
replacement of heavy water boiled away due to heating. Also heavy water requires extreme
pressurization if it is to be used as an effective coolant. Table 6 presents the results for the
modeled heavy water moderated systems.
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Table 6. MCNP Results for Heavy Water Moderated Reactors
Target Total Cladding Target Water Moderator RadialIAxial k#*c
Pitch Number Mass Material Center Gap I Reflector Reflector
(cm) of (grams) (cm) Material Thickness(cm)

TargetsR
11.50 37 28.2 Ss w - D20IHZO 175.01125.0DZO1.04686+ 0.00276

10.0/ 10.0HZO
11.50 37 28.2 Zr w - DZO/ HaO 175.01125.0DZO1.21666* 0.00332

10.0/ 10.0H20
11.00 37 28.2 X3 Dry 0.20 D,OI HZO 150.01150.0DZO1.00444● 0.00224

10.0/ 10.0HZO
11.00 37 28.2 Zr Dly 0.20 D,OI H,O 150.0I 150.0~o 1.16557*0.00282

10.0/ 10.0H20

*All targetsused 93°/0enricheduranium.

The target pitch and dimensions of the radial and axial reflectors were determined using the same
incremental parametric studies as the other moderator materials. The water coolant gap size was
optimized simultaneously with the target pitch. An infhite reflector of water 10 cm surrounded
the exterior of the reactor to reduce neutron leakage.

A major difference from the other moderator studies is that both pairs of reactors analyzed here
do not use solid plugs in the central region of the target. The decision of whether or not to use
solid plugs was determined in the target pitch optimization. Figure 14 illustrates the results for a
reactor composed of 37 ifilnitely high targets, moderated and cooled with heaq water, and

surrounded by an itiinite heavy water reflector. The L results for stainless steel and zirconium
clad targets with a dry center are compared to those using beryllium or graphite plugs.
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Figure 14. k Results for 37 Targets in a Heavy Water Moderated Reactor with Various
Target Pitches.

Figure 14 illustrates that the use of solid plugs for both cladding materials does not induce a
significant rise in h. The data shows there is virtually no difference in b between graphite and
beryllium plugs. This may be attributable to neutron leakage which is caused by the scattering
properties of the plug materials and the heavy water. Consequently, solid plugs were not needed
in the target central region with heavy water as the moderator.

Addition of a water coolant channel provides the advantage of preserving heavy water and
minimizing expensive replacement. However, the addition of a water channel does induce a loss
in reactivity when compared to a reactor where heavy water serves in the dual roles of moderator
and coolant. For example, the loss in reactivity incurred for the reactors in Table 6 due to
addition of a water coolant channel ranges from -$5.76 ~ 0.508 with stainless steel targets to
-$5.15 t 0.622 for zirconium targets. Figure 15 is a plot showing the differences in hff results
for a heavy water moderated system cooled with water or heavy water.
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Figure 15. kff Results for37Targets ina HeaWWater Moderated Reactor Cooled with
Heavy Water or Ordinary Water.

All of the reactors evaluated here yielded critical configurations with a &.ffvalue above 1.00. In
comparison to water, all of the cores tested were able to attain criticality with 37 targets and
without the use of solid plugs. This is primarily due to the scattering properties and low
absorption cross section of heavy water. However, there are a couple of major disadvantages
which limit selecting heavy water as the primary moderator for this reactor concept. First, the
reactors analyzed have very large dimensions as compared to the smaller reactors moderated
with other materials such as water. The large target pitch and immense quantities of heavy water
required for the reflectors could make this type of reactor difficult and expensive to build.
Furthermore, heavy water has a limited availability which renders it less attractive than other
materials.
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2.5 Conclusions
A number of trade-offs and important considerations are evident from the results of each
moderator investigated in this optimization study. To attain a critical configuration in a water
moderated system, targets would have to be manufactured with a low absorption material such as
zirconium. “ In additio~ the target center would require the use of a solid moderator material.
The optimized reactor dimensions are fairly reasonable but a large number of targets are required
to attain a critical system. Beryllium moderated systems yielded critical cotilgurations with
either cladding material and with a minimum of 37 targets. Most of these cases also required the
use of solid plugs; however, a 37 target core of dry zirconium targets proved fwsible.

Likewise, critical graphhe moderated systems were possible with 37 targets, but required the use
of plugs and zirconium cladding. System dimensions were fairly reasonable and comparable to
water and beryllium systems. In contrast to the other moderators, heavy water moderated
systems attained critical conllgurations with 37 targets and without the use of plugs. However,
the dimensions of the systems were extremely large and impractical from a design and economic
consideration. This study also indicated that low enriched targets can attain a critical mass in a
beryllium core. To adequately assess their overall feasibility for use in fill scale 99M0
productio~ fi.uther work would be required.
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3. TEMPERATURE& DENSITY EFFECTS ON keff
This chapter summarizes a series of parametric studies to assess the effects of temperature and
density changes on kff. The optimized reactors described in Chapter 2 were analyzed for this
study. A minimum of two configurations were chosen for each moderator in this investigation.
The major parameters analyzed in this study were:

● moderator temperature;
. moderator density; and
. fiel temperature.

Moderator temperature and density effects were also evaluated for cases where a solid plug was
used in the target central region. To obtain better statistical results, the number of particle
histories was increased iiom the 100,000 used in the optimization study to 400,000. lG.ffresults
for thk study are summarized in terms of the reactivity losses incurred ilom a rise in temperature
and a reduction in density. Incremental studies were done for each moderator to assess these
effects on bff separately; however, the results presented here are for the combined effects and are
considered conservative estimates for expected reactivity losses.

3.1 Hot and Cold Conditions
To adequately assess temperature and density effects, a set of temperatures and corresponding
densities were defined for each material in the reactors tested at cold and hot conditions.
Temperature changes were accounted for by using the S(c@) cross sections in MCNP for the
appropriate temperature and material. Table 7 lists the temperatures and densities used for
various reactor materials at cold and hot conditions.

Temperatures for the materials in Table 7 were not chosen arbitrarily; rather, they were selected
based on the available S(ct,~) libraries in MCNP. For example, graphite and beryllium were
evaluated at 600 K because an S(c@) library does not exist for these materials at 400 K. Cases
where water and heavy water were used as the coolant, hot conditions were defined with the
same temperature and density as the moderator. Hot conditions for the secondary water reflector
were defined at 300 K based on the assumption that any heat transfemed from the targets to the
moderator did not reach the outer reflector. Density changes in the beryllium moderator,
beryllium and polyethylene plugs, and U02 fiel layer were not investigated assuming little
change with temperature.
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Table 7. Parameters for Various Reactor Materials at Cold & Hot Conditions.
Cold Cold Hot Condition Hot

Condition Condition Temperatures Condition
Material Temperatums Densities m Densities

(K) (glcm~ (@l@

Watermoderator& 300 1.00 400 0.9431
coolant

Exteriorwater 300 1.00 300 1.00
reflector

Graphitemoderator 300 1.70 600 1.656

Berylliummoderator 300 1.85 600 1.85
&plugs

Heavywater 300 1.105 400 1.039
moderator&coolant

Polyethyleneplugs 300 0.92 500 0.92

U02targetlayer 300 10.97 600 10.97

3.2 Water Moderator
Based on the reactor configurations investigated in the optimization study, only two reactors
were deemed credible candidates for thk analysis. These cores cxmsisted of 85 targets, 30 grams
of 23*Uper target, cooled with water, and containing beryllium plugs in the target central region.
Table 8 summarizes the IGffresults at cold and hot conditions, and the resulting reactivity losses.

The results in Table 8 show both reactors with stainless steel and zirconium targets did not incur
a large enough loss in reactivity to become subcritical at hot conditions. A smaller reactivity loss
in zirconium targets is mainly attributable to the very low absorption cross section in zirconium.
This allows for fission neutrons to be thermalized in the moderator and return to the fiel layer to
induce fbrther fission events; hence, a higher kM and lower reactivity loss.

Table 8. Results of Reactivity Losses for Water Moderated Systems.
Target Total Target Target Moderator Radial Itilal Cold~+ c Hot~&~ ReactivityLoss
Pitch Number Clad Center I Reflector Reflector Ap($)
(cm) of Material Thickness(cm)

Targets*
(J3#koo70)

3.95 85 Ss Be H20/ HZO 10.0/ 10.0 1.02621* 1.00627* -2.76* 0.254
0.00130 0.00121

3.90 85 Zr Be HZO/ HZO 10.0/ 10.0 1.17403* 1.15391● -2.12● 0.295
0.00145 0.00147

*Alltargetsused93°/0enricheduraniumwitha targetmassof30.0grams‘%.
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Table 9. Results of Reactivity Losses for Beryllium Moderated Systems.
Target Total Target Target ModeratorI Radkl I ti;al Cold~+ c Hot~+C Reactivity
Pitch Number Clad Center Reflector Reflector LossAp($)
(cm) of Material Thickness(cm)

Targets’
@.#Mlo70)

7.00 37 Zr m Be/HJO 30.0I25.0Be 1.10985+ 1.1073O*-0.296+=0.294
10.0/10.0H20 0.00147 0.00144

6.00 37 Ss Be Be/HZO 25.0/20.0Be 1.00296+ 0.99393* -1.29* 0.246
10.0/ 10.0H20 0.00123 0.00121

6.00 37 Zr Be Be/HZO 25.0/25.0Be 1.19248+ 1.1s042+ -1.22● 0.314
10.0/ 10.0H~O 0.00153 0.00158

6.00 37 Ss Poly Be/H20 30.0/ 15.0Be 1.01372+ 1.00727~ -0.902* 0.222
10.0/ 10.0HaO 0.00110 0.00110

5.00 37 Zr Poly Be/HZO 30.0/15.0Be 1.18267+ 1.17669* -0.614* 0.248
10.0/ 10.0H20 0.00116 0.00129

*Alltargetsused 93°Aenricheduraniumwith a target mass of 28.2 grams ‘5U, and a 0.20 cm gap
for water cooling.
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3.3 Beryllium Moderator
Table 9 lists the kfF results and resulting reactivity losses due to temperature and density changes
for five reactor systems chosen from the optimization analysis. All of these reactors were
composed of 37 targets, 28.2 grams of 235Uper target, moderated with beryllium, cooled with
water, and in some cases containing solid plugs in the target center. Beryllium oxide moderated
systems were not evaluated here due their similar neutronic properties with beryllium. It is
assumed that comparable reactivity losses would be experienced with beryllium oxide.

Table 9 shows that zirconium targets with a dry center incurred the smallest reactivity loss of all
configurations tested. Higher reactivity losses for zirconium targets with solid plugs may be the
result of higher leakage rates due to the neutron scattering inherent with these plug materials.



3.4 Graphite Moderator
Table 10 lists the IGffresults for two graphite moderated reactors evaluated at cold and hot
conditions, and the resulting reactivity losses. The two configurations analyzed were composed
of 37 zirconium targets, 28.2 grams of 235Uper targe$ moderated by graphite, cooled with water,
and containing either polyethylene or beryllium plugs in the inner central region of the targets.

Table 10. Results
Target Total Target
Pitch Number Center
(cm) of

Targets’
4.00 37 Be

4.00 37 Poly

of Reactivity Losses for Graphite Moderated Systems.
HZOModerator/ RadialIhial Cold~+ c Hot~&C Reactivity
Gap Reflector Reflector IXISSAp($)
(cm) Material Thickness(cm) @#Mo70)

0.40 graphiteI 60.0/30.0 1.04294+ 1.01243* -4.13* 0.296
H,O &?KiDhitC 0.00148 0.00145

/ lo.{lio.o HZOI
0.20I mDhite/ 80.0150.0 1.06054+ 1.04677+ I-1.77+0.245

“ H20 graphite 0.00120 0.00123
10.0/ 10.0H20

*Alltargetsused93’%0enricheduraniumwith a targetmass of 28.2 grams’% and zirconiumclad

Reactivity losses with these graphite moderated cores are much higher than the comparable
beryllium moderated cores. This may be due to higher leakage rates with graphhe as the
moderator when compared to beryllium and water. Comparing the two plug material cases
shows a dramatic difference. A higher reactivity loss may be incurred with beryllium plugs
because the extra neutrons produced in (~2n) reactions are lost to leakage and do not contribute
to firther fission events. On the other hand, scattering by polyethylene allows neutrons to be
moderated in the water coolant channel and cause subsequent fission events.

3.5 Heavy Water Moderator
Two types of heavy water systems were investigated for temperature and density effects: one
cooled with heavy water (no water gap), and the other cooled with ordinary water (0.20 cm water
gap). The reactor cores listed in Table 11 consist of 37 targets with dry target centers each
having a 23% mass loading of 28.2 grams per target.

Table Il. Results of Reactivity Losses for Heavy Water Moderated systems..
Target Total Target HZO ModeratorI Radkl ! &ial Cold~+ c Hot~&~ Reactivity
Pitch Number Clad Gap Reflector Reflector Loss Ap($)
(cm) of (cm) Material Thickness(cm)

Targets’
@#=o.oo70)

11.50 37 Ss - DZOIHZO 175.01125.0DZO 1.04480+ 0.97667&-9.54+0.269
10.0/ 10.0HZO 0.00128 0.00138

11.50 37 Zr - DZOIHZO175.01125.0QO 1.20983+ 1.12561+ -8.83* 0.327
10.0/ 10.0HZO 0.00153 0.00170

11.00 37 Ss 0.20 DZO/ HaO 150.01150.0D20 1.00532+ 0.94831+ -8.54+0.244
10.0/ 10.0HZO 0.00121 0.00121

11.00 37 Zr 0.20 DZOIHZO 150.01150.0D20 1.16132* 1.08673i -8.44+0.309
10.0/10.0H20 0.00144 0.00161

*Alltargetsused 93°/0enricheduraniumwith a targetmass of 28.2 grams‘5U aud a dry centralregion.
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Of all the examined moderator materials, these heavy water moderated cores incurred the
greatest amount of reactivity loss due to temperature and density effects. Heavy water
moderated and cooled systems had reactivity losses of about $1.00 more than heavy water
moderated, water cooled reactors. Systems cooled and moderated by heavy water have higher
leakage rates due to scattering. The water coolant channel outside the target allows for neutrons
to be thermalized thereby having a greater probability of inducing fi.u-therfission events instead
of being absorbed or lost to leakage as is the case heavy water coolant.

3.6 Conclusions
Several important conclusions can be drawn fi-om this analysis. Comparison of the reactivity
losses among the four moderators investigated shows that heavy water moderated systems
incurred the largest loss of reactivit y due to changes in temperature and density. The moderator
with second largest reactivity loss was water, followed by graphite, and beryllium with the
smallest loss. The large reactivity loss with heavy water may be attributable to its scattering
properties which induced a large amount of neutron leakage, thus a sharp reduction in km.
However, these losses in reactivity were not solely limited to contributions from the moderators.

Parasitic absorption in stainless steel cladding also proved to be another factor. In contrast to the
strong absorption properties of the stainless steel, zirconium clad targets had smaller reactivity
losses due to the low absorption properties of zirconium. Overall, a majority of the
configurations (ten out of the thirteen) analyzed remained critical to be considered viable reactor
designs despite changes in temperature and density.
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4. FISSION PRODUCTS& NEUTRON POISONS
Chapter 4 summarizes the results of several parametric studies completed to determine the
effects of fission products and other neutron poisons. Major fission products and poisons of
concern in this analysis are: xenon-135 (135Xe), samarium-149 (149Sm),and lithium-6 (~i).
135Xeand 149Smare products of the 235Ufission process and are formed in the UOZ coating of the
target. 6Li is formed in beryllium via beta emission from ‘He. !He is the result of (n,a) reactions
in the beryllium matrix. A brief summary of the equations used for determining the
concentrations of ‘Li and 3H are presented in Appendix B.3. A similar summary of the equations
used for 135Xeand 149Smare in Appendix B.4.

A select number of reactor combinations were chosen for this study fi-om those analyzed for
temperature and density effects. The three reactors chosen from the list of candidates analyzed
in Chapter 3 consist of 37 targets and are considered to be representative cases fi-om that list
based on their physical attributes such as cladding material, moderator material, and plug
material type. A second criterion in the selection process was to choose configurations with a
reasonable ~ff margin which would be able to overcome the reactivity loss due to poisoning by
135Xe,149SWand ‘Li. Water moderated cores were not chosen for two reasons: because of their
low bff values; and because their optimum core size of 85 targets exceeds the baseline 37 target
core which is deemed an ei%cient size for 99M0 production. Heavy water moderated reactors
were also eliminated from firther consideration due to their extreme size even though their hff
values were high as shown in the temperature and density effects analysis.

4.1 Background Information
135Xehas a very large thermal absorption cross section of about 2.6 x 10s barns, and its
concentration is dependent on the neutron flux level in the reactoq hence, the reactivity effects of
135Xeare also time dependent. Figure 16 shows the decay chain and formation of 135Xehorn
fission to its stable daughter 135Ba.

Figure 16. Decay Chain and Nuclear Formation of 135Xe.

During reactor operatioq 135Xebuilds up to an equilibrium concentration which is determined by
the decay rates of 135Xeand 1351. These decay rates compete during reactor shutdown due to the
lack of 135Xeabsorption. The large concentration of 1351present in the core decays and produces
a buildup of ‘35Xe. The decay of 1351eventually equals that of 135Xecausing a peak in the 135Xe
concentration. Subsequently, the decay rate of 1351falls below that of 135Xeproducing a gradual
reduction in the 135Xeconcentration. If the reactor is restarted before the previous equilibrium
135Xelevel is attained, neutron losses are accelerated by the renewed absorption of 135Xeuntil the
equilibrium level is reestablished. The primary aspects of 135Xeformation considered here were
the magnitude of its peak concentratio~ how soon this occurs afler reactor shutdo~ and the
appropriate time to restart the reactor.
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149Smhas a thermal absorption cross section of about 40,000 barns, and is considered to be
stable. Thus, it does not o away over time and has a constant poisoning effect. Figure 17

?illustrates the formation of 49Smfrom fission.

Figure 17. Decay Chain and Nuclear Formation of 149Sm.

In contrast to 135Xe,the equilibrium concentration of 149Smdoes not depend on the reactor flux
level and must be burned out of the reactor via absorption. During reactor operatio~ the
concentration of 149Smbuilds up to an equilibrium level. This concentration builds to a higher
level during shutdown due to the decay of 149Pmand the absence of a neutron flux to provide
burnout. After rest~ the 149Sm concentration decreases and eventually reestablishes the
equilibrium concentration before shutdown. For the analyzed operating time of 7 days, the 149Sm
fraction of saturation and its corresponding mass in the core were parameters of consideration.

The reactors chosen also use either a beryllium moderator or solid beryllium plugs in the target
central region. Consequently, consideration of ~i, helium gas, and tritium (3H) formation in the
beryllium matrix is important. Figure 18 illustrates the (~2n) reaction in beryllium and the
formation of two alpha particles or helium nuclei from ‘Be. Figure 19 shows the nuclear
mechanisms required for the formation of ‘Li, !He, helium gas, and 3H from beryllium. The ratio
of (n,2n) reactions to (qct) reactions is approximately 1.15.

2a

Figure 18. 9Be (n,2n) %e Reaction.

Figure 19. Nuclear Formation of 6Li, cHe, and 3H from Beryllium.
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Two alpha particles or helium nuclei are formed in addition to those in the (~2n) reaction. One
helium nucleus is formed with 6He in the beryllium matrix and the other is formed
simultaneously with 3H. As a result of the reactions shown in Figures 18 and 19, a large amount
of helium gas is formed in the beryllium matrix. Formation of helium gas in the beryllium
matrix is important because it accelerates the structural degradation of beryllium which is
naturally a brittle material. 6Li has a fairly large thermal absorption cross section (G=945 barns)
and is stable. Its formation is the direct result of beta emission from 6He. !Li formation is
important when considering reactivity loss due to its large absorption cross section. 3H
production was analyzed to determine its magnitude and how this affects long term waste
management problems.

4.2 Reactivity Losses by ‘35Xe, ‘4gSm,and ‘Li Production
Table 12 presents the results for three configurations analyzed for reactivity loss due to the
buildup of 13sXe,149Smin the U02 coating inside each target, and 6Li depending on whether a
beryllium moderator or solid plug was used. The reactivity losses for 135Xeand 149Smpertain to
the amount of reactivity lost over the course of a 7-day operation period. Results in the last
column of Table 12 are indicative of the expected reactivity loss caused by the formation of ‘%i
over a 10-year time span. Ten years was chosen as the time scale for the analysis of 6Li since it
is expected that the beryllium moderator and plugs could be used for this amount of time without
replacement. However, replacement time depends on the extent of helium gas formation.
Exactly how helium gas production affects the structural integrity of the beryllium matrix is
beyond the scope of this analysis and is not considered here.

Comparing the 37 stainless steel and zirconium clad target cores both containing polyethylene
plugs shows a statistically insignificant increase in the reactivity loss due to 135Xe. A significant
increase in reactivity loss with a graphite moderated system using beryllium plugs and zirconium
targets is due to fission neutrons and some of the extra neutrons from (q2n) reactions in
beryllium being absorbed by 135Xein the U02. Losses due to 149Smare statistically comparable
for the three reactors and much lower than those for 135Xe.

Reactivity loss from the formation of 6Li in the beryllium moderator is about 1.85 times higher
with stainless steel than with zirconium targets. This is due to combined parasitic absorption
effects I?om iron and 6Li. Losses are rather high when a beryllium plug is used as some of the
neutrons interacting with the beryllium plug are parasitically absorbed by 6Li instead of being
used in fkther fission events. Consequently, this analysis shows that a core composed of
zirconium clad targets without beryllium plugs has the lowest reactivity loss due to these three
nuclides.
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Table 12. Results of Reactivity Losses Due to 135Xq 149Sm, and ‘Li.
Cladding Target Moderator Equilibrium Post-shutdown I’gSm
Material Center I Reflector l%e lSXe Reactivity Reactivity

Material Reactivity Reactivity Loss Ap($) LossAp($)
LossAp($) LossAp($) &f=O.0070) @~= O070)
@&o.oo70) @&==.0070)

I Ss I Poly I Be/ HjO -3.52+ 0.22 -5.24a 0.33 -0.29+ 0.07 -0.52+ 0.22

I Zr I Poly I Be/ HIO -3.48* 025 -5.18+0.37 -0.28+ 0.07 I -0.28+ 0.23

I
Zr Be GraphiteI 44.80h 0.28 -7.06+ 0.41 -0.25+ 0.14 -0.71+ 0.29

HIO

A second aspect of 135Xeformation was to determine when the peak 135Xeconcentration occurs
after reactor shutdown and how soon after this peak can the reactor be restarted. The results in
Table 12 show for the two beryllium moderated cores, reactivity loss due to the buildup of ‘35Xe
after shutdown amounts to an additional $1.70 above what is lost due to equilibrium 135Xe. For
the graphite moderated core with beryllium plugs, an additional $2.26 of reactivity is lost due to
135Xebuildup after shutdown. The difference in these two reactivity losses shows an additional
$0.60 of reactivity is lost with a graphite moderated core. The following three plots illustrate
profiles of the number of 135Xe atoms present after reactor shutdown for a 7-day target
irradiation time. Data for these plots was generated using a MathCAD program to calculate the
post reactor shutdown 135Xe concentration (Parma, 1998b). Each curve represents a profile of
the number of 135Xe atoms present over a decay time of 40 hours for a given target irradiation
time in days.

F@re 20 is the post reactor shutdown 135Xefor 37 stainless steel targets with ~;lyethylene plugs
in a beryllium moderated core. Figure 21 shows the post reactor shutdown Xe for the same
reactor consisting of zirconium clad targets. Figure 22 pertains to a graphite moderated core
with zirconium clad targets containing beryllium plugs.
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Figures 20, 21, and 22 show several important features. First, the peak 135Xeconcentration
occurs around 7.5 hours after shutdown for each of the reactors investigated. This is less than
the typical peak in a light water reactor which occurs around 9 hours after shutdown. Second,
the number of 135Xeatoms present in the reactor after shutdown reaches saturation levels when
the targets have been irradiated for about 2.5 days. Third, these plots also show that the
equilibrium 135Xe concentration is reestablished about 20 hours after shutdown. The only
noticeable difference between the three reactors is that the equilibrium 135Xeconcentration is
slightly higher for a graphite moderated core compared to a beryllium moderated system. Based
on the kff values presented in Tables 9 and 10 for these three reactors and their corresponding
reactivity losses due to 135Xein Table 12, only a core with zirconium targets and polyethylene
plugs in a beryllium moderator has a sufficient bff margin to withstand a large reactivity loss.

Table 13 presents the results for the amount of 149Smformed in the core at saturation (t=m) and
at the proposed operation time of 7 days. The fraction of saturation at 7 days is approximately
29%, with fill saturation occurring at roughly 90 days. Results show that very low amounts of
149Sm,on the order of 0.05 grams, are formed at saturation. Even lesser amounts, on the order of
0.016 grams, are formed at the proposed operation time of 7 days.

This is mainly due to the uranium content in each target. In comparison typical fiel elements
composed of disks or ellets contain much more uranium and ultimately yield more 149Sm.

FThese low amounts of 1 ‘Sm are also consistent with the low reactivity losses shown in Table 12
for the three reactors.

Table 13. 149SmMass and Fraction of Saturation Results for 37 Ta
Cladding Target Moderator I 49SmMass 49SmMass 49snl
Material Center Reflector in Fuel in Fuel Fmction of

Material (gramsat (gramsat Satumtion
t=+ t=7 days) (%)

I Ss I Poly I Be/ HZO I 0.0530 I 0.0156 I 29.39

I Zr
I

Poly
I

Be/ HZO
I

0.0540
I

0.0158
I

29.22

I Zr

I

Be I GraphiteI
I

0.0540
I

0.0157

I
29.05

HZO

get Cores.
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4.3 ‘Li, Helium Gas, and 3H Production
Table 14 presents the results for ‘Li, helium gas, and 3H production in the beryllium matrix of
the three reactors analyzed. Formation of these nuclides was analyzed for a 10-year time span
assuming 10 years is the lifetime of the beryllium moderator or plugs. Overall, ‘Li, 3~ and
helium gas concentrations are slightly higher for a core composed of stainless steel targets
moderated by beryllium than a core with zirconium clad targets. In contrast, quantities of these
nuclides in the graphite moderated core with beryllium plugs are lower than the beryllium
moderated reactors for the same time scale of 10 years. This is primarily because there is much
less beryllium for neutrons to interact with to produce !Li. In general, the activity of 3H
generated at the end of 10 years is high and could pose a problem with disposition of the
beryllium moderator.

The number of helium gas atoms for each reactor in Table 14 represents all of the atoms
produced through (~2n) and (~cx) reactions with beryllium in addition to helium atoms produced
from (La) reactions with !Li to form 3H (See Appendix B.2). Further complicating matters, the
large quantity of helium gas produced accelerates the embrittlement and structural degradation of
the beryllium matrix. If severe embrittlement due to helium gas production and neutron
irradiation occurs, this could pose a problem with disposition of beryllium due to its toxicity
when in a powder form.

Results of some preliminary calculations are presented in the last column of Table 14 which
illustrate the ratio of beryllium atoms relative to the number of helium gas atoms produced.
These numbers show that there are numerous beryllium atoms surrounding each helium atom in
the moderator surrounding each stainless steel or zirconium target. Therefore, it could be
assumed that the He gas does not diffise out but is locked in the matrix of the beryllium
moderator. In contrast for a beryllium plug there are only 1,158 atoms surrounding each helium
gas atom produced. For this case, it would be conservative to assume there might be some
leakage of helium from the matrix of a beryllium plug. Nevertheless, fi.uther calculations would
have to be done to veri~ these assumptions.

Table 14. %i, 3H, and He Concentrations for 37 Target Cores
C1addinElTa~et ]Moderator/l Beryllium]%i AtomsI % Activity I He Gas NJ&e

Materi; Cen~er Reflector Voiume (at t=10 (Ci at t=li Atoms (atom-i
Material Material (cm~ yrs) yrs) (at t=10 BeJatom

yrs) He)

Ss I Poly I Be/ HZO I 5.48x105 2.47x10D 2.44X104 3.25x10M 20,857 I
Zr Poly Be/ HZO 4.79X1052.14x10Z 2.05x104 2.75x102421,529

Zr Be GraphiteI 1.07X1045.41X1O* 9.23x103 1.15X10241,158
HZO
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4.4 Conclusions
Several important findings were discovered concerning the effects of fission products and
neutron poisons in this analysis. Total reactivity losses due to 135Xeat the peak concentration
after shutdown varied iiom around $5.15 to nearly $7.00 for the three reactors analyzed here.
Consequently, overcoming reactivity losses due to 135Xeproduction could play a big role in
determining reactor shutdown scheduling and control schemes. Only the beryllium moderated
core with zirconium targets had sufficient excess reactivity to overcome a peak in the 135Xe
concentration after reactor shutdown. Reactivity effects due to 149Smproduction were small in
the three reactors, with the fraction of saturation near 30% at the end of the proposed operation
time of 7 days. Production of bLi in the beryllium moderator or plugs was small compared to the
large helium gas volumes and 3H activities produced over the same time period of 10 years.
Further analysis would have to be done to determine if significant volumes of helium gas and
large 3H activities could reduce the utilization time and adversely affect waste disposition of the
beryllium moderator or plugs.
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5. FUEL BURNUP
Chapter 5 presents and explains the results of a parametric analysis designed to quantify the
reactivity effects of 235Uburnup in the U02 coating of the target. The three reactors analyzed
previously in Chapter 4 are evaluated for 235Uburnup effects. The major objective of thk study
is to confirm that fiel burnup is minimal and does not impose a large loss in reactivity for the
proposed operation time of 7 days. Positive reactivity effects due to the production of 239Pufrom
(n,y) reactions with 23*Uin the UOZ are not considered. A majority of the uranium in each target
consists of 235Uand it is expected that very little 239Puis produced.

5.1 Fuel Burnup Results
Each of the three reactors consist of 37 targets loaded with 28.2 grams of 235Uper target. To
obtain reasonable statistics, it was assumed fiel burnup would be uniform across the entire core
of targets. A reasonable rate for the amount of 23*Ufissioned in each target was postulated to be
10% of the original 235Uloading in each target. Therefore, a 10% burnup rate translates to 2.82
grams of 23SUper target or 104.34 grams of 235Uin the entire core being fissioned or burned.
This rate of burnup is a consenwdive estimate as the entire core will be refheled with new targets
every 7 days. Reactivity loss estimates only account for a reduction in 235U per target due to
burnup and do not include fission product effects. Table 15 presents the projected reactivity
losses per gram of 235Ufissioned for the three target reactors.

Results in Table 15 do not exceed 10 cents per gram of 235Uburned for any of the three reactors
evaluated. At the end of a 7 day operation time, only 5.72 grams of 235Uis burned in the entire
core. For example, this translates to a total reactivity loss of $0.32 for the first reactor in Table
15. Consequently, thk demonstrates the 10’%orate is a conservative prediction for all reactors in
Table 15 as only 0.55% of the entire inventory of ‘3SUis fissioned at 7 days.

Table

Total
Wmber w

of Mass
Targets (grams)

Losses

w
Massat

100/0
Bumup
(grams)

37 I 28.2 I 25.38

+

37 28.2

37 28.2

I

25.38

25.38

lue to

Ciadding
Material

Ss

Zr

Zr

1%‘5U Burnup for 37 Target

Target ModeratorI ReactivityLoss
Center Reflector with 10”/.%

Material
(Z::p%
(J&#M1070)

Poly BeIH20 -0.056+ 0.0021

Poly Be/ HjO -0.032+ 0.0023

Be GraphiteI -0.029&0.0028
H20

Cores
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The beryllium moderated core with stainless steel targets has the largest amount of reactivity loss
followed by the same beryllium moderated reactor with zirconium targets. Irradiation of
stainless steel targets incurs the largest amount of reactivity loss due to the combined
contributions of parasitic absorption in the steel and a loss in fissile material. Reactivity loss in a
graphite moderated core with zirconium targets is fairly comparable to its beryllium counterpart.

5.2 Conclusions
This analysis clearly shows that a fiel burnup rate of 10’?4odoes not present a significant loss in
reactivity for the three reactors investigated. Reactivity losses did not exceed 10 cents per gram
of 235Ufissioned, with the highest estimate near 6 cents per gram of 235Uand the lowest near 3
cents per gram of 235U. As a result, a 10% burnup rate can be considered a conservative
estimate of reactivity loss for these reactors based on the amount of 235Uloaded in each target
and the proposed irradiation time of 7 days.
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6. ECONOMIC ANALYSIS
Chapter 6 presents and analyzes the results of a two-phase economic study designed to provide
approximate costs for the initial construction of the proposed invention; and waste generation
expenses for the conventional, the Cintichem-type target fieled, and the solution reactor
concepts. Analysis of accelerator produced 99M0 is not considered because estimates of these
expenses are not currently available. Two major objectives of this analysis are:

1. to demonstrate that a target-fieled reactor can be constructed at a reasonable cost; and
2. to show significant savings can be incurred with a target-fbeled reactor by the

elimination of a driver core of fiel elements.
This investigation is not meant to provide an in-depth economic analysis; rather, the intention is
to give estimates for the basis of making a reasonable and sound comparison of the production
concepts.

Many of the target-fieled comlgurations modeled and optimized with MCNP are neutronically
viable; however, it was necessary to perl?ormthis analysis to quantifj the economic ramifications
of this new production concept. The first phase of this analysis consisted of determining initial
construction estimates for three 37 target cores chosen from the list of candidates in Chapter 3.
Two of the three reactors are beryllium moderated, water cooled, and contain polyethylene plugs
in the center of the targets. These two configurations are directly comparable; the only
difference being they both have different cladding materials. The third reactor is graphite
moderated, water-cooled, and contains zirconium clad targets with beryllium plugs in the central
region.

Table 16 presents cost estimates for initial construction of these reactors based on the optimized
dimensions determined with MCNP as presented in Chapter 1. A sample hand calculation of
how the cost estimates were derived is provided in Appendix B. 1. Water moderated reactors
were excluded from this analysis as the sizes of these cores are much larger than the baseline
configuration of37 targets. It is assumed that the cost of building a water moderated reactor
would be comparable to that of a graphite moderated system. Estimates of the initial
construction costs for a heavy water moderated reactor were provided to illustrate that even
though a 37 target core moderated with this material is neutronically viable, it is obviously ve~
expensive and economically unfeasible.

Results from the second phase of the analysis are outlined in Table 17. This table is a summary
of the annual cost estimates for waste generation expenses envisioned for the conventional and
solution reactor methods as compared to those for the proposed reactor concept. Original
estimates of annual high level waste (HLW) disposal assume 57 elements per year with 16 kg
U/yr (US DOE/EIS-0249D, Table 5-19, 1995) for the ACRR. This amount of uranium pertains
to the current U02-Be0 fiel which will not be used for production purposes. HLW disposal
estimates for the ACRR are based on the new production fiel which will contain approximately
5 kg of U02 and 1 kg of stainless steel clad per fhel element. Low level waste (LLW) volumes
for a conventional reactor pertain to those expected for the ACRR and HCF at 100% production
capacity (US DOE/EIS-0249D, Table 5-19, 1995). Cost and waste volume estimates in the last
column of Table 17 reflect previous calculations for 9%10produced via a solution reactor (Glenn
et al., Tables I & II, 1997). Unit prices in the second column of Table 17 were not used to
calculate costs of LLW and liquid waste disposal for the solution reactor.
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Table 16. Initial Construction Cost Estimates of 37 Target Cores.
UnitPrice Beryllium Graphite HeavyWater

Moderated Moderated Moderated
Reactor Reactor Reactor

Numberof Targets 37targets 37 tmgets 37targets 37targets
$1,000/-iarget $37,000 $37,000 $37,600

ModeratorCost $1,775/lb Bea 2236 lbBe 7~11lb 57,355kgDZO

$198/lb graphiteb
$3,970,000 graphite $37,550,000

$654.65/kg D20C
$1,428,000

PlugMaterial $1,775/lb Be Polyethylene Beryllium NoplWS
37plugs 37plugs $0

$78,000
TotalCost($) E$4,004,000 S1,543,000 S37,600,000

Table 17. Comparison of Annual Costs for Various ‘Mo Production Methods.
UnitPrice ConventionalReactor Cintichem-type Solution

(ACRR) TargetFueled Reactor
Reactor

Target $1,000/targetd 1924targets 1924targets Otargets
Fabrication $1,924,000 $1,924,000 $0
Annual Fuel $20,000/feelelemente 57fuelelements 0.06kgg
costs $6,300/kgsolution&l ~ $1,114,000 — $380
HLW DKposal

SpentNuclear $loo/kgh 342kg/yr(57elements) Om3 Om3
Fuel $34300 $0 $0

LLWDisposal
Routine $353/m3’ 15.74m’ 15.74m3 25.5m3

$5,550 $5,550 $8,900
Solidified $353/m3 42.0m3 42.0m3 0.06m3

$14,800 $14,800 $56
IonExchange $353/m3 1.70m3 1.70m3 3.40m3
Resins $600 $600 $1200
Targets $353/m3 7.0m3 7.0m3 Otargets

$2,470 $2,470 $0
Extraction $353/m3 o columns o columns 8.00m3
columns $0 $0 $2,850

LiquidWaste
Disposal

Routine $3531m3 7.3m3 7.3m3 8.00m3
$2,580 $2,580 $2,000

Target $3531m3 100m3J 100m3 Otargets
Fabrication $35,300 $35,300 $0

TotalCost($) $3,159,500 $1,985,300 $15,386

‘PersonalcommunicationwithRebeccaBrow ElectronicSpaceProductsInternational,Au&t 1998.
bPersonalcommunicationwithRebeccaBrow ElectronicSpaceProductsIntematiom~August1998.
cURLh@://~.ti~~cbWtieuttiumOfide.ti1
dPersonslCommunicationwithE.J.Parm<SNL,June1998.
ePmonalCommunicationwithE.J.Pamx+SNL,June1998.
fGle~ D.E.,MSThesis,UniversityofNewMexico,AppendixA.13,1995.
8Glenn,D.E.,MS Thesis,UniversityofNew Mexico,p.35,1995
hGlenqD.E.,MSThesis,UniversityofNewMexico,Tsble3.1,1995.
~PersonalCommunicationwithS.W.Langley,SNI+September1998.
JMasseyandCoatsjSAND95-2703,TableA4
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Thetotal cost etiimates forinitial constm~ion shorn in Table 16reveal acouple of important
observations, the first of which is the moderator cost. Expense incurred for an initial loading of
targets is considered to be equivalent among the three reactors. A heavy water moderated core
proved to be the least desirable moderator material investigated here due to its large construction
cost, which is a direct fhnction of the reactor size. On the other hand, beryllium is relatively less
expensive compared to heavy water and could be substituted as a reasonable choice. Even
though the core size of a graphhe moderated reactor is similar to a beryllium moderated syste~
graphite is the least expensive material of the group.

When selecting the optimum moderator material, size and associated expense should not be the
only factors driving a decision. A second and more important observation evident fi-om these
results is the balanced trade-off that must be made between these economic costs and the
neutronic properties. Heavy water in general demonstrated good neutronic properties with high
kff values, its only major disadvantage were the large reactivity losses incurred due to
temperature and density changes. Coupling this to its exorbitant cost and limited distribution in
the United States make it a poor choice overall.

Beryllium is a very good moderator due to its scattering properties and its ability to produce
(~2n) reactions. Its reactivity losses due to temperature and density changes, 149Smbuildup, ‘Li
productio~ and 10% ’35Uburnup are low. However, three issues that could prove a beryllium
moderated core to be a poor choice are: major reactivity losses due to 135Xebuildup; and the
production of large quantities of helium gas and 3H. Graphite is a good moderato~ however, its
scattering properties lend it to producing more neutron leakage compared to beryllium as shown
by the lower bff values. Reactivity losses due to temperature and density effects are very high
nearly $3.00 above those for beryllium. Likewise, losses for 135Xebuildup afier shutdown are
nearly $2.00 higher than those for beryllium. Figures for 149S~ !Li, and 10% 235Uburnup are
low and comparable to beryllium.

Based on the evidence presented, the beryllium moderated system is better neutronically but
more expensive. A graphite moderated system is the exact opposite, less expensive but less
desirable neutronically. Thus, combining the above trade-offs yields two reactors which could
be considered optimal final choices. These are reactors fieled with zirconium clad targets in a
beryllium or graphite moderator. Urdiortunately, one major drawback to these reactors would be
the need to use zirconium claddlng. Neutronically, zirconium is a very good material due to low
neutron absorption; however, its use would probably require a redesign of the target and possibly
a new U02 coating process as the current electroplating process is unproven with zirconium
targets.

Several assumptions were made with regard to calculating the projected costs in Table 17. First,
target fabrication costs were considered to be comparable for the ACRR and target reactor
concept. Therefore, these are accounted for only as a fiel cost for the target reactor. Second,
fuel costs for the solution reactor were obtained from calculations for 20W10enriched solution
i%el (Glenn, Appendix A. 13, 1995). Third, HLW for the scope of this analysis is classified as
spent fiel in solid or liquid form depending on the reactor type. Current HCF waste disposition
plans call for shipping processed target shells with the solidified liquid waste from chemical
extraction operations. Consequently, HLW is not accounted for with the target reactor because
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based on this assumptio~ the target shells would be treated as LLW. Likewise, Glenn assumes
in his calculations that the solution reactor fbel will not considered HLW based Ori the
assumption that Ci concentrations for LLW classification will not be exceeded (Glenn et al.,
1997).

A second aspect of this analysis was to assess the economic feasibility of the target reactor
concept compared to conventional and solution reactors. A comparison of the costs associated
with eliminating the driver core of fiel elements incurs a savings of approximately $1.14 million.
This is assuming the costs of purchasing targets for irradiation with both reactors over the course
of one operation year are equivalent. Much less fuel is required for a solution reactor and is
shown to be less expensive than the reactor methods. However, a thorough feasibility study has
not been done to assess the core lifetime of a solution reactor based on fission product buildup,
temperature effects on reactivity, etc. If results of such a study would prove that more fiel is
required to overcome these effects, then it is expected the overall cost of such a reactor system
(especially fiel) will increase significantly. EILW disposal costs are eliminated with a target-
fbeled reactor due to the lack of a driver core of fhel elements and the assumption that the targets
will be treated as LLW. HLW disposal costs with the solution reactor are also eliminated based
on the same assumption.

LLW disposal costs are considered to be equivalent between the conventional and target reactor
methods. This is because the Cintichem process is the only method that will be used to
chemically extract 99M0from the targets. In addition, LLW dkposal costs of solidified liquid
waste from chemical extraction operations and general liquid waste horn target fabrication are
much higher than for the solution reactor due to the utilization of targets. Large scale tests to
date have not been conducted with the solution reactor to determine its feasibility for a
commercial scale production of 9?M0 comparable to the conventional reactor method.
Consequently, solidified liquid and HLW costs documented here would rise if more fbel was
deemed necessary to meet the U.S. demand for 99M0 with the solution reactor. There are no
costs associated with the use of extraction columns for the reactors, but a large volume and cost
must be accounted for with the solution reactors.

6.1 Conclusions
The results of this economic analysis illustrate the conventional reactor method is the most
expensive of the three production methods. Likewise, the cost estimates and assumptions for the
target reactor clearly confirm that the new reactor concept is a significant improvement over the
conventional reactor. A major enhancement in terms of economics is the elimination of HLW
disposal costs and the notable financial savings incurred from elimination of the driver core of
fiel elements. These are two aspects with this reactor concept which could render it a
competitive option in the future.

Beryllium and graphite proved to be the least expensive of the four moderators investigated.
Balancing the economic impacts of constructing the reactors chosen for this study and their
neutronic requirements discovered from analysis presented in previous chapters yielded two
credible candidates. One requires the use of a beryllium moderator and the other a graphite
moderator; however, both also require the target cladding to be composed of zirconium.
Zirconium cladding works very well neutronically, but the economic impacts of its potential
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have not been realized with respect to the cument coating process which could possibly entail a
complete overhaul of the current target design. Furthermore, an comprehensive and complete
analysis cannot be achieved for the comparison of 99M0 production methods until estimates for
accelerator produced 99M0are detailed in the areas of construction costs and waste generation.
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7. CONCLUDING REMARKS

7.1 Recommendations For Future Work
Several areas of this project are recommended for consideration as Mm-e work. Among the first
of these is a thermal-hydraulics analysis for the two configurations chosen as final candidates.
Pursuing such an analysis for these two and possibly other confQurations analyzed is considered
beyond the scope of this endeavor. This type of analysis would require fiu-ther optimization
studies to ensure the neutronic requirements of a particular reactor system are consistent with its
thermal-hydraulic limitations. A second recommendation for fbture research is firther
conceptual development and parametric studies with LEU coated targets. Results Ilom a limited
parametric study done here with LEU targets moderated with beryllium clearly show there is
potential for their use in a target-fheled reactor. Optimization studies with other moderators
would need to be done for fi.u-thervalidation.

A major impediment to the use of LEU targets is lack of authorization from the FDA for a
Master Drug File approving the production and processing of fission produced 99M0 born LEU
targets, and there are no immediate plans to do so. Two major reasons are the reluctance of
pharmaceutical companies to accept fission produced 99M0with LEU because of radionuclidic
impurity issues, and utilization of the Cintichem process with this type of uranium is unproven.
Implementation of control rods into the MCNP model was not done nor were parametric studies
conducted in this investigation. Parametric analyses to optimize a control system are essential to
quanti~ing how much excess reactivity would be required to overcome reactivity losses from
the largest contributors determined in this study, namely losses due to temperature and density
changes in the moderator, and fission product poisoning by 135Xe.

Further studies should be considered to examine the impacts of material degradation with the
solid moderators of beryllium and graphite. Lining the inside of the coolant channels would
need to be done with a material that does not compromise the system neutronics (a material other
than stainless steel), but also prevents accelerated material degradation by the interaction of
water with the beryllium or graphhe. Results showed significant quantities of He gas are
produced in beryllium moderated systems which adversely affect its structural integrity;
however, encasement of the beryllium could prove to be a viable solution in simplifying waste
disposition and reducing human exposure to beryllium powder. Encasement of the beryllium
could also prove to be a feasible solution to containment of large quantities of 3H produced in the
beryllium matrix.

It is conceivable that stainless steel targets could still be used in a final reactor design if the
current process for electroplating U02 on zirconium cladding is not possible without seriously
compromising the Cintichem process. A system with the nominal target design could be
constructed with the addition of moderator plugs in the central region of the targets, or by
increasing the core size slightly beyond 37 targets to more efficiently overcome large reactivity
losses. For example, moderator plugs such as polyethylene are so inexpensive to manufacture
that they could easily be disposed of after each irradiation cycle. Some of these major issues
require firther research to complete a comprehensive and thorough design of this reactor
concept. These and other questions not mentioned here would have to be resolved before any
experimental studies could be done with a prototype of this reactor.
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7.2 Final Conclusions
The primary objective of this feasibility investigation was to determine ii
composed solely of Cintichem-type targets could be constructed without the t
while retaining the capability of supplying the U.S. demand for 99M0 a
Cintichem process. The following lists highlight the major conclusions obtair
parametric studies conducted in this analysis. Many feasible combinations \
optimization studies with various moderators and target core sizes which show

zirconium was the optimum cladding material due to its low r
characteristics, but would probably require a redesign of the current tar
adding solid moderator plugs to the target central regions aided in :
with subcritical systems;
water systems had fairly reasonable sizes but required a minimum of 8:
plugs of beryllium to reach criticality;
beryllium systems had reasonable sizes, low neutron leakage and higl
(~2n) reactions, and yielded critical systems with stainless steel and LI
graphite systems had comparable sizes to beryllium, but critical systel
zirconium clad targets with solid plugs; and
D20 systems had high Lff values without the aid of solid plugs, but h
sizes.

The field of potential candidates for additional analysis was narrowed to thirt~
Further parametric studies were done with these thirteen to assess reacti~
temperature and density effects. Results from these studies showed:

. temperature and density effects were dependent on moderator material;

. a decrease in kff occurred with an increase in moderator temperature
moderator density; and

. beryllium moderated systems yielded the smallest reactivity loss whi
systems suffered the largest reactivity loss.

To obtain two configurations as final candidates, this pool of candidates wa
fi-om thirteen to three for supplementary parametric studies. Reactivity
products such as 135Xeand ‘49Smand neutron poisoning by !Li production we
showed:

. post reactor shutdown reactivity losses due to 135Xewere highest for
and about $2.00 less with a comparable system of zirconium or stainles
in beryllium;

. reactivity losses due to ‘Li and 149Smproduction were small;

. helium gas production was largest in the beryllium moderated cores w
in the graphite system with beryllium plugs; and

. 3H activities were high in the beryllium moderated systems.
Reactivity losses due to fhel burnup at a rate of 10% in the three configuration
very small.
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An economic analysis was included to determine initial construction cost estimates for the
proposed concept, and to provide a comparison of the projected annual waste disposal costs for
conventional, target, and solution reactor methods. Results of the economic analysis showed:

. initial construction costs for a graphite moderated core are relatively inexpensive, with a
D20 moderated core being the most expensive;

. elimination of the driver core saves about $1.14 million with no associated HLW disposal
costs, and LLW disposal costs are comparable between the conventional and target
reactors; and

. even though previous calculations of waste disposal costs for a solution reactor method
are lower when compared to a conventional reactor, additional and large scale tests are
necessary to filly assess the validity of these economic savings (i.e. LLW waste costs
could rise if more fiel is need to meet U.S. 99M0demand).

Finally, the first of two configurations which prevailed as final candidates is a beryllium
moderated system cooled with water, and composed of 37 zirconium clad targets with
polyethylene plugs. The second configuration is moderated by graphite, cooled with water, and
contains beryllium plugs in 37 zirconium clad targets. These two are very diverse in terms of
their physical characteristics as well as their neutronic and economic limitations. Furthermore,
the results obtained for these systems definitely confirm that this reactor concept could
demonstrate to be a viable and competitive production option which is capable of supplying the
entire U.S. demand for 99M0while ultimately preserving the Cintichem process.
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ACCR
AECL
ATR
B&W
Ci
DOE
FDA
GETR
HCF
HEW
HFIR
HLw
INEEL
IPDP
LAMPF
LANL
LEU
LLW
MIPR

NRc
NRu
ORNL
ROD
SNLINM
SNM
UCD
km
L
3H
‘He
‘Li
9Be
9GTc
99M0
99Ru
99*Tc
135Xe
149Sm
235u
238u
239PU

llff

APPENDIX A
COMMONLY USED ABBREVIATIONS & ACRONYMS

Annular Core Research Reactor (Sandia National Laboratories, NM)
Atomic Energy of Canad~ Ltd.
Advanced Test Reactor (Idaho National Engineering Lab)
Babcock & Wilcox Environmental Services, Inc.
Curie
United States Department of Energy
United States Food and Drug Administration
General Electric Test Reactor
Hot Cell Facility (Sandia National Laboratories, NM)
highly enriched uranium
High Flux Isotope Reactor (Oak Ridge National Laboratory)
high level waste
Idaho National Engineering & Environmental Laborato~
Isotope Production & Distribution Program
Los Alamos Meson Physics Facility
Los Alamos National Laboratory
low enriched uranium
low level waste
Medical Isotope Production Reactor
Missouri University Research Reactor (Columbiq MLssouri)
United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission
National Research Universal Reactor (Canada)
Oak Ridge National Laboratory
Record of Decision
Sandia National Laboratories, NM
Special Nuclear Material
University of California-Davis
effective multiplication factor
infinite multiplication factor
hydrogen-3 (tritium)
helium-6
lithium-6
beryllium-9
technetium-96
molybdenum-99
ruthenium-99
metastable technetium-99
xenon- 135
samarium- 149
uranium-235
uranium-23 8
plutonium-239
effective delayed neutron fraction
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APPENDIX B
SAMPLE HAND CALCULATIONS

B.1: Reactor Construction Cost Estimate

The following calculation details how the initial construction cost estimates were calculated for
the con.@urations listed in Table 16, Chapter 6. This example is for a graphite moderated
system composed of37 zirconium clad targets with beryllium plugs in the center of each target.

Given ~arameters: 37 zirconium clad targets
74 beryllium slugs (2 per target)
Graphite moderator
Beryllium plugs
$198.00 i lb graphite
$1775.00 /lb beryllium
$1000 i target
Axial core height = 10%26 cm
Radius of core= 75.0 cm
Coolant channel radius = 1.90 cm
Coolant channel height = 108.26 cm
Be slug radius= 1.50 cm
Be slug height= 30.0 cm
Beryllium density = 1.S5 g/cm3
Graphite density = 1.70 g/cm3

The total volume of the reactor core with the given dimensions is,

core= ‘.L3HC0Tev = z(75.0cm~(108.26cm)= 1.913 x 10ficm3

Above and below each target k a solid slug of moderator material to stabilize the target k the

coolant channel and firther reduce neutron leakage k the axial direction. The volume of one
beryllium slug is,

V~iU~= nR~hgH~lUg= z(1 .50cm~ (108.26cm)= 765.24cm3

The total volume of all the beryllium slugs in a core consisting of 37 targets is,

‘:~=kz)(37tNgets
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To provide coolant to the targets, coolant channels are drilled into the core lattice. The volume
of one target coolant channel is,

vchannel=‘27nnelHchannel =z(1.90cm~(108 .26cm) = 1227.29cm3

Total volume of the target coolant channels in a core of 37 targets is,

(~;~~h = (37charmels 1227.29 cm’v
1

=4.541 xlo4cln3
channel

Subtracting the total volume of the coolant channels from the total volume of the core ~ves the
true volume of graphhe in the core.

v=c07e (1.913 xlOG –4.541 x104}nz3 =1.867 xlo Gcm3

Adding the total volume of the slugs above and below each target to the true volume of graphite
in the core gives,

v=
core &slugs (1.867 XIOG +5.663 x104}m3 =1.924 x10Gcm3

To find the mass of graphite in the core based on the volume,

mgraphzte ( )(=p*v= 1.70~ 1.924 x10’cm3)= 3.271 x10’g=3,271kg
cm3

mgraphite
{1

= (3,271kg 2.2046~ = 7,2111b
kg

The cost of the graphite moderator in the core based on the given unit price is,

Unit cost of graphite= $198.0011b

Based on this unit price for graphite, the total cost of the graphite moderator is,

Total cost of graphite= (7211lb)($198.00 /lb)= $1,427,778s $1,428,000

To maintain criticality, the central region of each target contains a solid cylindrical plug of a
moderator material. In this case, the volume of a beryllium plug in the target center is,

vBeplug=%?R&ug17Bep,g= z(l .4208cm~ (45.72cm) = 289.95cm3
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And the mass of one beryllium plug is,

[ ](’m~~=p*V= 1.85A )289.95cm3 = 536.41g
cm3

To convert the mass of one beryllium plug into pounds,

[

nzBe = (536.41g) 2“2046;10-3‘b)=1.1831b

The unit price of beryllium and the resulting cost of the beryllium based on the mass of each plug
required for 37 targets is,

Unit cost of beryllium = $1775.00/lb

Total cost of beryllium plugs=
[$17:o*)(37P1.g.{l;::]

Total cost of beryllium plugs= $77,664.69 z $78,000

The approximate cost of one stainless steel Cintichem-type target is $1000. Because zirconium
targets are used in this configuration and the cost of such a target is unknowq it is assumed to be
that of a stainless steel target for this calculation. Thus, for a 37 target core,

Cost of one target=
[)

$1000.00
(37 targets)= $37,000

target

Adding the costs of the beryllium plugs, graphite core, and targets finally gives,

Total Cost = $37,000+ $78,000+ $1,428,000

.-.Total Cost z $1,543,000
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B.2: Helium Gas Content Calculation

The helium gas production was determined using a cell flux tally in MCNP. This type of tally
counts the number of particles interacting with a particular cell volume containing a specific
material. MCNP normalizes this tally to the number of particles crossing the volume. To obtain
the number of He atoms produced as a result of (n,2n) and (~cx) reactions in beryllium, a cell
flux tally was implemented over the beryllium moderator in the core or solid plugs in the targets
for the analyzed configurations listed in Table 14, Chapter 4. The following sample calculation
summarizes how the magnitude of helium gas production was obtained for a configuration
consisting of 37 stainless steel targets, moderated with beryllium, cooled by water, and
containing polyethylene plugs in the central region of each target.

For the (~2n) reactions in beryllium, two helium nuclei are produced (from the decay of a ‘Be
atom) every time a fission neutron interacts with a beryllium atom.

To obtain the number of (~2n) reactions that occur, a unit analysis must be done with the MCNT
cell tally ~&~ for beryllium. Multiplying the tally result by the tallied volume of 5.66464x105
cm3 gives,

f’

[

?xnS
‘Be~t * Vt.ity= 6.78398x 10-7

~

(5.66464 X 105Cl?Z3)= 0.384288 Tom

cm3 * n. * ~a~~m n. *
b–cm

The actual volume of the beryllium core excluding the coolant channels was calculated to be
548,199.58 cm3. Using this number to correct the tally for the actual volume over which the
reactions occur, and using the corresponding number of fissions occurring per source neutron
gives,

[ nEj~5481g;-5&O,e#t = 0384288

s

OBe@t = 1:687405x 10-30 ‘satomBe*jiss
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To account for reactor power, it is necessrq to multiply the tally by the amount of power in
MW*sec per fissio~ assuming 200 MeV per fission.

poo~)[160;:;-’3J][&](g)=3.204xlo-17y;:

In units of fissions/MW*sec, the previous figure k 3.1211X1016 fissions/MW*sec. Using this

conversion factor to adjust the Be tall y cr&& for reactor power,

(OBe#t = ~ .687405X 10-30
rxns

)[

3.1211 x101cfiss

atomBe * fiss ~ * Sec 1

OB~~~= 5-26655X 10-14 ‘satomBe *MW * sec

Now, we need to calculate the number of beryllium atoms in the moderator matrix.

( )(nB~= NB~* J7B== 1236x 102 atOmBe 5481 99.5&m3)= 6.7757 x 1028atomsBe
cm3

Using the tally result ~Be&which was adjusted for reactor power and the calculated number of
beryllium atoms in the moderator, we find the percentage of (~2n) reactions that occur as a
result of fission neutrons interacting with a Be nucleus,

# (n,2n) rxns

[
= 1.687405x 10-30 ‘m

jiss )(6.7757x 1028atomsBe)
atomBe * $ss

#(n,2n)rxw=o ~143nxns=1143%

$ss “ $ss “

Assuming the 37 targets are operating at 21 kW each and the moderator will be used for 10
years, the amount of energy over this time period is,

[ :t~,?lw)(
E= (37targets 21— 3.1536 x108 sec)=2.4503x 108MW*sec
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Converting this amount of power to the corresponding number of fissions, this is:

( (#fissions= 2.4503x 108MW*sec 3.121 lx 1016
$ss

)
= 7.6476x 1024$ssions

MW *sec

Since there are 2 helium nuclei for every (~2n) reaction, then total number of helium nuclei
produced is,

( @:qo.l143T)(n~~@,2n) = 2 7.6476 x 1024jiks)= 1.7482 x 1024atomsHe

There are also two other helium nuclei which are formed in the beryllium matrix as a result of
(~cx) reactions in beryllium to produce ~i, and (Ta) reactions with ‘Li to produce 3H.

For the first set of (La) reactions, the production rate of ‘Li is,

p = (old%)*‘Be

(P = 5.2665X 10-’4
ms

)( )6.7757 x 1028atomsBe =3.56845 x 10’5 ‘s
atomBe *MW * sec MW * sec

Assuming that the moderator will be used for a 10 year period, the integrated number of ‘Li
nuclei produced from the ~- decay of ‘He in the first set of (~ct) reactions at 10 years is,

(GLi,O,= 3.56845x 1015 ‘s ]( )2.4503 x 108A4W* sec =8.7437x 10~atomsbLi & He
A4W * sec

To obtain the equilibrium ‘Li concentratio~ the cell tally ~Li~ for ‘Li formation in the beryllium
is used in this calculation. Multiplying the tally result by the tallied volume,

(

[

– 1.79751x 10-’
ms

~Li@f* Karw–

J

(5.66464 X 10’ C??Z3)=101822.47 Zom

cm’ “n, * ~a~~ n. *
b–cm
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Correcting the cell tally ati~ for the actual volume over which the (~ct) reactions occur gives,

aLj#~ =4.47101X10-25
rxns

atomLP@ss

Converting the above result to account for reactor power,

[
%4= 4.4710 klo25

.,.:~fiss13”1fi:::~)=13’’4&1a8.t.m:~*sec

The equilibrium concentration of !Li is found by dividing the ‘Li production rate into the cell
tally ~Li~,

3.56845 X 10’5 ‘s
Li(m) = + = MW * sec = 2.5572x 10~atomsGLi

O. 4t 1.39544 x 10-8
?mlS

atomLi *A4W * sec

Adjusting this result to the time frame of 10 years as a fraction of the saturated concentratio~

[

Li(lOyrs) = (2.5572 x 10=atoms ‘Li 1 – e -(1.39544x10-8~3650d)F’a%)’omw) 1
Li(lOyrs) = 2.4734 x 102 atoms ‘Li = 0.9672 Li(w)

So the resulting number of (~a) reactions with beryllium is,

# (n,(+e ?w’2S (= 4.47101 x 10-x ‘s
$ss )(2.5572 x 10= atomsLi )atomLi * $ss

#(~,a)B.‘ns =0 1143- =11 43%

$ss “ jks “
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For the second set of helium atoms produced by (La) reactions with !Li, there is one helium
nucleus formed with every 3H atom. To obtain this, we must subtract the number of ‘Li atoms as
a fraction of saturation from the integrated number of ‘Li atoms formed at 10 years,

cLi,O,–c Li(lOyrs) = (8.7437 x 1023– 2.4734x 1023)= 6.2703x 10natomsHe & 3H

or

6.2703 x 1023atomsiYe = 008199 atomsHe
n~~(n, a) =

7.6476 x 1024jissions “ jiss

Therefore, the total number of helium atoms as a result of (n,2n) and (~(x) reactions is,

[

n~~= (0.2286 + 0.1 143+ 0.08199) at~~He ](7.6476 x 1024jissions )

.-.n~~ = 3.2487x 1024atomsHe

Using the molar gas conversion at STP, this corresponds to a volume o~

Vfl~= (3.2487x 1024 atomsHe
[ 6.02~~atoms)(2~~~W)=120-8LHegm

To preliminarily quantifj if the beryllium matrix will hold the helium gas formed, the ratio of
beryllium atoms relative to the number of helium atoms is,

NBe

-[ )6.7757 x 1028atomsBe = Z. 857 atoms Be

N.. = 3.2487 x 1024atomsHe ‘ atom He gas

Therefore, it is conservative to assume that with this many beryllium atoms surrounding every
helium atom produced, the beryllium matrix should retain the helium gas over a 10 year period.
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B.3: 6Li and 3H Analysis

The following differential equations describe the ‘Li and 3H concentrations produced in the
be~llium moderator of thecore ortheplugs inthecential region ofatarget. as afi.mctionof
time.

The variables Liand Tare theki and 3H concentrations, Pistheproduction rate of6Li from
(n,ct)reactions with berylliuxq andkisthe decay constant. The~.~term wasobtainedfiom
particle tallieswith MCNP acrossthe moderator surrounding each target ortheberyllium plugin
the central region ofa target. Solving the above differential equations by integration to obtain
the number of !Li and 3H atoms at time t yields the following,

At time t=m which represents
down to the following,

equilibrium or saturation conditions, the above solutions reduce

T(cQ). ?
4

To convert the 3H concentrations to units of activity at time t and t=m, the following equation
was used,

where A is the 3H activity at time t in Ci, k is the decay constant in see-l, and N is the number of
3H atoms at time t.
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B.4: 135Xeand %rn Fission Product Analysis

The following equations were used to quantifi the concentrations of 1351and 135Xeproduced in
the fiel from fission as a Iimction of time.

The variables X and I are
fission yield of 135Xeand

the 135Xeand 1351concentrations, k is the decay constant, y is the
1351,V is the fiel volume, and Zf is the macroscopic fission cross

section of the fbel. The aa~ was obtained fi-om MCNP using particle tallies across the fiel
region of each target. Solving the above equations by integration gives the following
concentrations or number of 1351and 135Xeatoms at time t as:

,(,)=zlzkl
AI

x(t) = —

where P is the reactor power in MW. At time t=m, which represents equilibrium concentration
conditions, the above equations reduce to,
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The following equation describes the 135Xeconcentration in the reactor after shutdown. This
equation was employed in the MathCAD program (Parma, 1998b) to determine the magnitude of
and the time at which the 135Xeconcentration peak occurs after reactor shutdown for several
target irradiation times.

X($ = Xoe-2xr +
2110 (–lxt

- e-a’t
AI-AX e )

where a and 10are the equilibrium 135Xeand 1351concentrations. To convert the number 135Xe
and 1351atoms at a given time t and at t=m to units of activity in Ci, the following equation was
used,

A=-AN

where N is the number of 135Xeor 1351atoms at time t, k is the decay constant in see-l, and A is
the nuclide activity at time tin Ci.

The following equations define the concentrations of 149Pmand 149Smpresent in the fbel layer of
each target at time t,

dPm
— = 7P. ~fw – ~Pmpm

dt

where Pm and S are the 149Pmand 149Smconcentrations, k is the decay constant, y is the fission
yield of 149Prnand 149SrqV is the total fiel volume, and Z is the macroscopic cross section of
the fiel. Solving these equations by integration gives the number of 149Pmand 149Smatoms
present as the following,

[yp~P 1– e-afi’
Pm(t) = ~ J

Pm

s(t) = --
[cs-:~t*j f?-’.’A-e-.% 1

where P is the reactor power in MW. The c~~ was obtained from MCNP using particle tallies
across the fbel region of each target.
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At time t=m which
equations become,

represents saturation or equilibrium concentration conditions, the previous

‘Pm

s(a)) =%
0

To convert the 149Smconcentration at a given time t and at t=m to units of mass in grams, the—
following equation was used,

—

N~m * A~m

‘Sm =
NA

where Ns~ is the number of 149Smatoms, NA is Avogadro’s number, and As~ is the atomic
weight of 149Sm.
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APPENDIX C
SAMPLE MCNP INPUT& OUTPUT FILE

C.1: MCNP 4A Sample Input File

multiple Cintichem targets, k-effective simulation
c
c
c
c
c
c!

c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
1
c
c
c
c
2
c
c
c
c
c
3

c
c
4
c
c
5
c
c
6
c
c

c
7
c
c
c
c
c

28.2 grams 93% U235 in U02
triangular target pitch
target cladding thickness 0.0762 cm
target diameter 3.00 cm

37 targets

CELL CAFms

inner void of target
10 -800 700 -3 U=l i~: n=l

polyethylene plug in inner mid
6 0.11849 -800 700 -3 U=I imp: n=l

ZrH(l.85) plug in inner void
1 7 0.1034 -800 700 -3 U=l iq: n=l

28.2 grams U235 in target layer
1 0.190316 -800 700 3 -2 U=l imp:n=l

zirconium target clad
32 -6.5 -801 701 -1 (2:800:-700) u+ imp:n=l

sS316 target clad
3 -8.03 -801 701 -1 (2:800:-700) U=l iq: n=l

top Be slug
5 -1.85 -1 801 ~=1 *: n=l

bottom Be slug
5 -1-85 -1 -701 U=l ~: n=l

water gap outside target
4 -1.0 1 -4

65 -1-85 1 -4

beryllium moderator
5 -1.85 4 u+

inner void of target
11 0 -800 700 -3

U=l imp: n=l
U=l inp:n=l $no water gap

inp:n=l

U=3 imp: n=l
polyethylene plug in inner void

11 ‘6 ‘0.li849 ’800 700 -3 u=3 iq:n=l

c ZrH(l.85) plug in inner void
c 11 7 0.1034 -800 700 -3 U=3 imp:n=l
c
c 28.2 grams U235 in target layer
12 1 0.190316 -800 700 3 -2 U=3 imp:n=l
c
c zirconium target clad
c132 -6.5 -801 701 -1 (2:800:-700) U=3 inp:n=l
c
c SS316 target clad
13 3 -8.03 -801 701 -1 (2:800:-700) U=3 i~: n=l
c
c tup Be slug
14 5 -1.85 -1 801 U=3 i~: n=l
c
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c bottom Be slug
15 5 -1.85 -1 -701 U=3 i~: n=l
c
c water gap outsi& target
16 4 -1.0 1 -4 U=3 inp:n=l
c165 -1.s5 1 -4 U=3 imp:n=l $no water gap
c
c beryllium moderator
?.7 5 -1.85 4 ~=s inp:n=l
c
c
c inner void of target
C21O -800 700 -3 U=4 imp:n=l
c polyethylene plug in inner void
21 6 0.11849 -800 700 -3 U=4 imp:n=l
c ZrH(l.85) plug in inner void
c 21 7 0.1034 -800 700 -3 U=4 inp:n=l
c
c 28.2 grams U235 in target layer
22 1 0.190316 -800 700 3 –2 U=4 i~: n=l
c
c zirconium target clad
c232 -6.5 -801 701 -1 (2:800:-700) U=4 inp: n=l
c
c sS316 target clad
23 3 -8.03 -801 701 -1 (2:800:-700) U=4 inp:n=l
c
c top Be slug
24 5 -1.85 -1 801 U=4 imp:n=l
c
c bottom Be slug
25 5 -1.85 -1 -701 U=4 iq: n=l
c
c water gap outside target
26 4 -1.0 1 -4 U=4 inp:n=l
c265 -1.85 1 -4 U=4 inp:n=l $no water gap
c
c beryllium moderator
27 5 -1.85 4 U=4 imp:n=l
c
c
c inner void of target
C31O -800 700 -3 U=5 imp:n=l
c Polyethylene plug in inner void
31 6 0.11849 -800 700 -3 U=5 i-: n=l
c ZrH(l.85) plug in inner void
c 31 7 0.1034 -800 700 -3 U=5 imp:n=l
c
c 28.2 grams U235 in target layer
32 1 0.190316 -800 700 3 -2 u+ i-: n=l
c
c zirconium target clad
c332 -6.5 -801 701 -1 (2:800:-700) U=5 inpzn=l
c
c SS316 target clad
33 3 -8.03 -801 701 -1 (2:800:-700) U=5 imp:n=l
c
c top Be slug
34 5 -1.85 -1 801 U=5 inp:n=l
c
c bottom Be slug
35 5 -1.85 -1 -701 U=5 iq: n=l
c
c water gap outside target
36 4 -1.0 1 -4 U=5 inp:n=l
c365 -1.85 1 -4 U=5 imp:n=l $no water gap
c
c beryllium moderator
37 5 -1.85 4 U=5 ieq:n=l
c
c
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c inner void of target
C410 -800 700 -3 u=6 imp zn=l
c polyethylene plug in inner void
41 6 0.11849 -000 700 -3 u=6 iq: n=l
c ZrH(l.85) plug in inner void
c 41 7 0.1034 -000 700 -3 u=6 inp zn=l
c
c 28.2 grams U235 in target layer
42 1 0.190316 -800 700 3 -2 u=6 imp:n=l
c
c zirwnium target clad
c432 -6.5 -801 701 -1 (2:800:-700) u=6 inp:n=l
c
c SS316 target clad
43 3 -8.03 -801 701 -1 (2:800:-700) u=6 inq:n=l
c
c top Be slug
44 5 -1.85 -1 801 u=6 inq:n=l
c
c tittom Be slug
45 5 -1.85 -1 -701 u=6 i-: n=l
c
c water gap outside target
46 4 -1.0 1 -4 ~=6 imp:n=l
c465 -1.85 1 -4 u=6 imp:n=l $no water gap
c
c beryllium moderator
47 5 -1.85 4 u=6 inp:n=l
c
c
c filling lattice cells
85 -1-S5 -11 12 -13 14 -15 16 lat=2 u=2 inq:n=l $beryllium

fill=-15:15 -15:15 0:0
2222222222222 2222222222222 22222
222222222222 222222222222 2222222
222222222222 222222222222 2222222
2222222222222 2222222222222 22222
222222222222 222222222222 2222222
2222222222222 2222222222222 22222
2222222222222 2222222222222 22222
2222222222222 2222222222222 22222
222222222222 222222222222 2222222
222222222222 222222222222 2222222
222222222222 22222,2222222 2222222
222222222222 222222222222 2222222
22 22 22 2 22 22 2 222 6 1 6 6 2 2 22 2 2 2 2 22 2 2
222222222222 226555622222 2222222
222222222222 265445622222 2222222
222222222222 654345622222 2222222
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 65 4 4 5 6 22 2 22 2 2 2 2 22 2 2
2222222222226 5556222222222 22222
222222222222 666622222222 2222222
2222222222222 2222222222222 22222
2 2 2 222 22 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 22 2 2 2 2 2 2 22
222222222222 222222222222 2222222
2222222222222 2222222222222 22222
2222222222222 2222222222222 22222
2222222222222 2222222222222 22222
2222222222222 2222222222222 22222
222222222222 222222222222 2222222
222222222222 222222222222 2222222
2222222222222 2222222222222 22222
2222222222222 2222222222222 22222
222222222222 222222222222 2222222

c
c
c
c outer boundary of central catity with targets
90 -900 -802 702 fill=2 iq?:n=l
c
c
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c axial and radial water reflector
10 8 -1.00 -1000 -803 703 (900:802:-702) imp:n=l
c
c outside world
c reflected reactor
110 0 1000:003:-703 imp:n=O
c bare reactor
Cloo (100:-200:300:-400:500:-600:800:-700) inp:n=O

c

c SUN?ACE CARDS

c

1 Cz 1.50 .$outerradius of target
2 Cz 1.4238 $inner radius of target clad
3 Cz 1.4208 $inner radius of U235 layer
4 Cz 1.70 $outer radius of water gap
c 4 Cz 1.90
c 4 Cz 2.10
C4CZ 2.30
C 4 CZ 2-50
c
c small hexagons for targets in lattice

c

c p=5.oo cm
c 11 PX 2.50
c 12 PX -2.50
c13p 0.577350269 1.0 0.0 2.88675134
c14p 0.577350269 1.0 0.0 -2.88675134
Clsp -0.577350269 1.0 0.0 2.88675134
c 16 p -0.577350269 1.0 0.0 -2.88675134
c
C P=6.00 cm
11 px 3.00
12 px -3.00
13 P 0.577350269 1.0 0.0 3.46410161
14 P 0.577350269 1.0 0.0 -3.46410161
15 P -0.577350269 1-0 0.0 3.46410161
16 P -0-577350269 1.0 0.0 -3.46410161
c
c
c
700 ~Z -22.S6 $bot~m of target (height=18 inches or 45.72 cm)
701 PZ -24.13 .$bottomcap on target
702 PZ -39.13 $bottom of beryllium axial reflector
703 pz -49.13 $bottom of water reflecter
800 PZ 22.S6 $top of target
801 PZ 24.13 $tep cap on target
802 PZ 39.13 $top of beryllium axial reflector
803 pz 49.13 $top of water reflector
c
c P=5.00 cm (Zr clad)
c 900 Cz 45.00
c 1000 Cz 55.00
c
c p=6.00 cm (SS clad)
900 Cz 48.00
1000 CZ 58.00

c

c MATERIAL CARDS
c
moden
kcode 1000 1.0 10 410
ksrc 1.4225 0.0 0.0

1.4225 0.0 4.00
1.4225 0.0 -4.00
1.4225 0.0 6.00
1-4225 0.0 -6.00

c

c

c
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c U02 layer in target
ml 92235.50c 0.05905 $uranium-235

92238.50c 0.00439 $uranium-238
8016.50c 0.12688 $Oxygen

c
c Zirconium target cladding (6.5 g/cc)
m2 40000.50C 1.00 $zirconium
c
c Stainless steel target cladding (6.03 g/cc)
m3 24000.50c -0.1853 $Chromium

25055.50c -0.017 $manganese-55
26000-50c -0.6884 $iron
28000-50c -0.1034 $nickel
14000.50C -0.0059 $silicon

c
c Water moderator (1-00 g/cc)
m4 1001.5OC 2.00 $hydrqen

8016.50c 1.00 $oxygen
mt4 lwtr .Olt $thermal s(arb) identifier 300K
c
c Beryllium moderator (1.85 g/cc)
ms 4009.50C 1.00 $beryllium
mt5 be.olt $thermal s(a,b) identifier 300K
c
c Polyethylene plug (0.92 g/cc)
sn6 6000.50c 0.03950 .$carbon

1001.5OC 0.07899 $hydrogen
mt6 poly.olt $thermal s(a,b) identifier 300K
c
c Zirconium hydride plug (1.85 H in Zr)
m7 40000.50C 0.03629 $zirconium

1001.5OC 0.06715 $hydrogen
mt7 h/zr.Olt $thermal s(a,b) identifier 300K
c
c Water reflector (1.00 g/cc)

m8 1001.5OC 2.00 $hycirogen
8016.50c 1.00 $Oxygen

mt8 lwtr-Olt $thermal s(a,b) identifier 300K
c
c Samarium-149 (300 K)
m9 62149.50c 1.0
c
c Fission products (300 K)
mlo 50120.35c 1.0
c
c Xenon-135 (300 K)
mll 54135.50C 1.0
c
c Xenon-135 (600 K)

m12 54135.53C 1.0
c
c Xenon-135 (900 K)
m13 54135-54C 1.0
c
c Be-9 (300 K)

m14 4009.50C 1.0
c
c Li-6 (300 K)
m15 3006.50c 1-0
c
C U-235 (300 K)

m16 92235.50c 1.0
c
C U-235 (900 K)

m17 92235.54c 1.0
c
C U-238 (300 K)

m18 92238.50c 1.0
c
C U-238 (900 K)
m19 92238.54c 1.0
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c
C Pu-239 (300 K)
m20 94239.55c 1.0
c
c
c TALLIES
c
c fission tallies
f14:n 12 t
f24:n 22 t
f34:n 32 t
f44:n 422t
c
c
c Sm-149(n,g) 300K
f74: n 12 22 32 42 2 t
c
c FP (nrg) 300K
f84:n 122232422t
c
c Xe-135 (n,g) 300K
f94:n 122232422t
c
.sXe-135 (n,g) 600K
f104:n 12 22 32 42 2 t
c
c Xe-135 (n,g) 900K
fl14:n 12 22 32 42 2 t
c
c Be-9 (nta) 300K
f124:n 9t
c
c Be-9 (nJa) 300K alpha prod.
f134:n 9t
c
c Li-6 (njT) 300K
f144:n 9t
c
c Li-6 (njT) 300K tritium prod.
f154:n 9t
c
c U-235 (nra) 300K
f164:n 122232422t
c
c U-235 (nra) 900K
f174:n 122232422t
c
c U-238 (nrg) 300K
f184:n 122232422t
c
c U-238 (nrg) 900K
f194:n 122232422t
c
c Pu-239 (n,fp) 300K
f204: n 122232422t
c
c m.I-239 (n,g) 300K

f214:n 122232422t
c
c flux
f224: n 122232422t
c
c
c tally multiplier cards
c
fm14 -1 1 -6
fm24 -1 1 -6
fm34 -1 1 -6
fm44 -1 1 -6
fm74 1.0 9 102
fm84 1.0 10 102

$Sm-149(n,g) 300K
.$FP (nrg) 300K
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fm94 1.0 11 102
fmio4 1.0 12 102

flIu14 1.0 13 102
fm124 1.0 14 107
fml 34 1.0 14 207

fm144 1.0 15 105
fm154 1.0 15 205
fmi64 1.0 16 102
fm174 1.0 17 102
fm184 1.0 18 102
fm194 1.0 19 102
fm204 1.0 20 -6

fm214 1.0 20 102

prdup 50 50 0 1
print 10 60 100 110

$Xenon-135 (300 K)

.$Xenon-135 (600 K)
$Xenon-135 (900 K)
$Be-9 (n,a) 300K

$Be-9 (nra) 300K alpha prod.
$Li-6 (nrT) 300K
$Li-6 (nrT) 300K tritium prod.
$U-235 (n,a).300K
$U-235 (n,a) 900K
$U-238 (n,g) 300K
$U-238 (n,g) 900K
$Pu-239 (nrfp) 300K
$Pu-239 (n,g) 300K
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C.2: MCNP 4A Sample Output File

The contents of the following output file pertain to the input file in Appendix C. 1.

estimator cycle 410 ave of 400 cycles combination simple average combined averwe corr
k(collision) 0.891182 1.0141680.0013 klcol/abs) 1.0143350.0013 1.0142960.0013 0.9770
klabsorption) 0.990354 1.0146130.0013 k(abdtk In) 1.0136460.0011 1.0138110.00110.1664
kltrk Iewth) 0.908872 1.0125780.0016 k[tk WA) 1.0133680.0011 1.0136930.0011 0.1666
rem Iife(coll 6.6260E + 04 6.2689E+040.@327 k(col/abs/tk In) 1.0137600.0011 1.0137270.0011
rem Iife(sbd 6.6464E + 04 6.2608E+04 0.0027 iife(col/absl 6.2604E +04 0.0027 6.2614E+040.0027 0.9887
source points generated 1020

source distribution written to file srctp cycle = 410
1 problem summary

run terminated when 410 kcode cycles were done.
+

multiple Cinticttem targets, k-effective simulation
o
neutron creation tracks Wtigtlt ==WY

[per source particle)

source 410408 9.9801 E-.31 2.0302E +00

weight window
cell importance
weight cutoff
energy importance
&ran
forced collisions
exp. transform
upmatteri~

[mm I
fksion

total

o 0.
0 0.
0 9.8836E-02
o 0.
0 0.
0 0.
0 0.
0 0.

80130 1.8078E-01
o 0.

480538 1.2786E +00

o.
0.

8.9288E-06
o.
0.
0.
0.

6.3714E-07

1.9703E-01
o.

2.2272E + 00

06/28/88 2066:02
probid = 08/28/68 17:36:12

neutron loss tracks weiaht mergy
(per source particle]

escape 10786 1.0623E-02 2.2341 E-(13
energy cutoff o 0. 0.
time cutoff o 0. 0.
wught window o 0. 0.
cell importance o 0. 0.
weight cutoff 439668 9.8665E-02 7.9770E-08
energy importance O 0. 0.
dxtran o 0. 0.
forced collisions O 0. 0.
exp. transform o 0. 0.

dowrwcattering O 0. 1.71 63E+O0
capture o 6.6279E-01 1.0227E-01
[0ss to (n,xn) 40086 8.0391 E-02 4.0466E-01
108s to fission o 4.1 625E-01 2.6138E-03

total 480638 1.2788E+O0 2.2272E+O0

number of rmnrona banked 40066
neutron tracks per source particle 1.1962E+o0
neutron collisions per aouroe particle 2.9774E + 02
total neutron collisions 122194668
net multiplication 1.0806E +00 0.0004

computer time so far in this run 168.82 minutes
computer time in nwrun 196.81 minut-
source particles per minute 2.0632E+03
random numbers generated 863040443

averw lifetime, shakes cutoffs

escape 1.1 637E + 06 tco 1.0000E +34
capt we 4.7617E+04 eco 0.0000E + 00
capture or escape 4.8772E + 04 WC1 -6.0000E-01

any termination 6.321 9E+ 04 WC2 -2.5000E-01

maximum number eve? in bank 3
bank overflows to b6ckup file O
field length o

most random numbers used was 28863 in history 143482

keff estimator

collision
absorption

track Iqth
collabsorp

abs/trk Ien
col/trk la’!

coltabsltrk Ien

keff standard deviation

1.01416 0.00128
1.01461 0.00130
1.01268 0.001 6S
1.01430 0.00129

1.01381 0.00110
1.01369 0.00110

1.01372 0.00110

66% confidence 96% confide- 89% confidence

1.01287 to 1.01646 1.011W to1.016731.01076 to 1.017
1.01321 to 1.016611.01183 tol.01710 1.01106 tol.017
1.01063 to 1.01422 1.00930 to 1.01666 1.00623 to 1.016
1.01300 to 1.01666 1.01172 to 1.01687 1.01089 to 1.017

1.01271 to 1.01481 1.01163 tol.01698 1.01062to 1.016
1.01243 to 1.01466 1.01141 to 1.01578 1.01070 to 1.016

1.01262 to 1.01462 1.01164 to 1.01680 1.01063 to 1.016

if the larg~ of each keff occurred on the w cycle, the keff results and 66, 96, and 99 percent confidence interval

ke.ff estimator keff standard deviation 66% confideme 96% confidence 99% confidence

cohion 1.01436 0.00130 1.01306 to 1.01666 1.01176 to 1.01686 1.01C92 to 1.017
absorption 1.01468 0.00131, 1.01339 to 1.01600 1.01209 to 1.01730 1.01124 to 1.018

track length 1.01282 0.00166 1.01116to 1.01446 1.00962 tol.01612 1.00844to 1.017
collabsltrk Ien 1.01365 0.00111 1.01284 tol.01607 1.01174 tol.01617 1.01101 tol.016

the estimated tmllition/absorption neutron lifetimes, one standard deviations, and 66, 86, and 99 pwcent confidence in

WW Iifetimelsed standard deviation 68% confidence 96% confidence 99% can

removal 5.2614E-04 1.4242E-06 6.2471 E-04 to 5.2766E-04 5.2330E+4 to 6.2663E-04 6.2238E-04 t
capture 4.7672E-04 1.1766E-06 4.7454E44 to 4.7690E-04 4.7338E-04 to 4.7806E-04 4.7261 E-04 t
fission 2.301 8E-04 7.1 807E-07 2.2946E-04 to 2.3066E-04 2.2873E-04 to 2.31 60E-04 2.2827E-04 t
escape 1.1622E-03 1.1 934E-06 1.1 602E-03 to 1.1741E-03 1.1384E-03 to 1.1880EW 1.1307E-03 t

1average individual and combined collislon/absorption/track-len@h keff results for 13 cliff erent batch sizes
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1tally 14 npa . 410406
tally type 4 track length estimate of particle flw.
tally for neutrons

number of histories u8ed for normalizing tallies = 400000.OQ

v01ume3
cell: 12 total

1.22674E+O0 1.22674E+O0

cell 12
multiplier bin: -1 .0000OE + 00 1 -6

7.1 0202E-02 0.0092

cell union total
multiplier bin. -1 .OOOOOE+OO 1 -6

1.1 0202E-02 0.0092
Itally 24 npa . 410406

tally type 4 track length estimate of particle flux.
tall y for neutrons

number of histories used for normalizing tallies . 400000.00

volumes
d!: 22 total

1.22674E+00 1.22674E+O0

cell 22
multipliw bin: -1 .0000OE +00 1 -6

6.31 966E-02 0.0041

cell union totaf
multiplier bim -1 .0000OE +00 1 -6

6.31 966E-02 0.0041
1tally 34 npa = 410408

tally type 4 track l~th estimate of particle flw.
tally for neutrons

number of histories wed for normalizing tallies = 400000.00

Voi Gmea
Cdi: 32 total

1.22674E +00 1.22574E +00

cdl 32
multiplii bin -1 .OOOOOE +00 1 -6

1.1 3376E-01 0.0029

cell union total
multiplier bin: -1 .0000OE +00 1 -6

1.1 3376E-01 0.0026
ltally 44 np$ = 410408

tallY type 4 track length estimate of particle flux.
tally for neutrons

number of historiw wed for rtorma[ia”ng talli~ = 400000.00

vol umea
ceil: 42 2 total

1.22674E+00 1.22674E +00 2.461 48E + 00

cdl 42
multiplier bin: -1 .0000OE + 00 1 -6

1.42674E-01 0.0026

cdl 2
multiplier bin: -1 .0000oE + 00 1 -6

8.66866E-03 0.0106

cell union total
multiplier bin: -1 .0000OE +00 1 -6

7.56663E-02 0.0026
ltally 74 npa = 410408

tally type 4 trwk length estimate of particle flu.
tally for neutrons

number of histories used for normalizing tallies = 400000.00

volumes
cdl: 12 22 32 42 2 total

1.22674E+O0 1.22674E +00 1.22674E +00 1.22674E +00 1.22674E +00 6.1 ~70E+o0

ceil 12
multiplier bin: 1.0000oE +00 9 102

2.4671 4E +01 0.0102

cell 22
multiplier bim 1.0000OE +00 9 102

1.43211E+02 0.0046

cdl 32
multiplkr bin: 1.0000OE +00 9 102

2.661 44E + 020.0032
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cell 42
multiplier bin: 1.0000OE+00 9 102

3.23366E+02 0.0026

cdl 2
multiplier bin 1.0000OE +00 9 102

1.94266E+01 0.0114

cdl union total
multiplier birx 1.0000OE + 00 9 102

1.53404E+02 0.~18
1tally 84 npa . 410408

tally type 4 trsck len@h estimate of particle flux.
tally for neutrons

number of histories used for marmalizing tallies = 400000.~

volumes
cell: 12 22 32 42 2 total

1.22674E+O0 1.22674E+O0 1.22674E+O0 1.22674E+ W 1.22674E+O0 8.12670E+o0

cell 12
multiplier bin: 1.0000OE +00 10 102

3 .46627E-02 0.0080

cell 22
multiplier bin: 1.0000OE +00 10 102

1.9S964E-01 0.0040

cell 32
multiplier bin: 1.0000OE +00 10 102

3.66621 E-01 0.0026

cdl 42
multiplier bim 1.0000OE + 00 10 102

4.46574E-01 0.0026

cell 2
multiplier bin 1.0000OE +00 10 102

2.70630E-02 0.0104

ceil union total
multiplier bin: 1.0000OE+00 10 102

2.1 2766E-01 0.0016
1tally 94 npa = 410408

tally type 4 track length estimate of particle flux.
tally for ncutrona

number of histories used for normalizing taliii = 400000.00

volumes
cell: 12 22 32 42 2 total

1.22674E+O0 1.22674E+O0 1.22674E+O0 1.22674E+O0 1.22674E+O0 8.12870E+O0

cell 12
multipik?r bin 1.0000OE + 00 11 102

9.89889E +02 0.0096

ceil 22
multiplier bin 1.ooOOOE +00 11 102

6.76142E+03 0.0043

ceil 32
multiplier Lim 1.OOOOOE + 00 11 102

1.03313E+04 0.0030

cdl 42
multiplier bin 1.0000OE +00 11 102

1.31 168E +04 0.0027

cdl 2
multiplier bin: 1.ooOOOE +00 11 102

7,88633E +02 0.0108

cell union total
multiplier bim 1.0000OE +00 11 102

6.1 9962E +03 0.0017
ltally 104 npa = 410406

tally type 4 track length estimate of particle flu.
tally for neutrons

number of htstoriea used for rmrmaliiinq tallies . 400000.00

volumes
cdl: 12 22 32 42 2 total

1.22674E+O0 1.22674E+O0 1.22674E+O0 1.22674E+CK3 1.22674E+O0 6.12670E+O0

cdl12
multipliu bim 1.00+JOOE + 00 12 102

1.00088E+03 0.0066

cdl 22
multiplier btrx 1.0000oE + 00 12 102
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6.78700E+03 0.0043

cdl 32
multiplier bin 1.0000OE +00 12

1.0341 7E +04 0.0030

Cdl 42
multiplier bin 1.0000oE +00 12

1.31296E+04 0.0027

cell 2
multiplier bifv 1.0000OE + 00 12

7 .90600E +02 0.0108

cell union total
muitipli~ bin: 1.0000OE+OO 12

6.20693E+03 0.0017
ltaliy 114 nps = 410408

102

102

102

102

tally type4 track lenpth estimate of particle flux.
tally for ceutrons

numhof histories used for rwrtnaliziw tallies = 400000.00

VOIume9
cdl: 12 22 32 42 2 total

1.22674E+o0 1.22674E+o0 1.22674E+O0 1.22674E+cQ 1.22674E+O0 6,12670E+O0

cell 12

multiplier bin: 1.0000OE+OO 13
1.00182E+03 0.0096

cell 22
multiplier bin: 1.0000OE+OO 13

6.77227E+03 0.c043

cell 32
multiplier bin: 1.0000OE+OO 13

1.0361 6E + 040.0030

cell 42

multiplier bin: 1.0000OE+OO 13
1.31426E+04 0.0027

cell 2
multiplier bin: 7.0000OE+OO 13

7.91323E+02 0.0106

cdl union total
multiplier bin: 1.0000OE+OO 13

6.21 1.90E+030.@317
1tdy124 nps . 410406

102

102

102

102

102

102

tally type4 trscklength estimate of pwticleflux.
tally for neutrons

number of histories used for normalizing tallies = 400000.00

volumes
cell: 9 total

6.66464E+05 6.66464E+06

ceil 9
multiplier bim 1.0000OE + 00 14 107

6.7639 SE-07 0.0026

cell union total

multiplier bim 1.0000OE +00 14 107
6.78398E*7 0.0026

1tally 134 llpS = 410408
tally type 4 track length estimate of particle flu.
tally for neutrons

number of histories used for normalizing talks . 400000.00

volumes
cdl: 9 total

5.66464E+ 06 6.66484E+06

cell 9

multiplier bin: 1.0000OE +00 14 207
6.78398E-07 0.0026

cdl union total
multiplier birv 1.0000OE+OO 14 207

6.78388E-07 0.0026
ltally 144 nps . 410406

tally type 4 track Iertpth estimate of particle flw.
tall y for neutrons

number of ItMoriea used for normalizing tallies . 400000.00

volume3
cell: 9 total

6.66464E + 06 6.66464E + 06
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cell 9
multiplier bin: 1.0000OE +00 15 106

1.79761 E-01 0.0021

cell union total
multiplier bin: 1.0000OE+OO 16 105

1.79761 E-ol 0.0021
1tally 164 nps = 410408

tally type 4 track length estimate of particle flux.
tally for neutrons

number of histories used for w.rmaliiing tallies = 400000.IM

VOIum es
cdl: 9 total

6.66464E+06 6. W464E+06

ceil 9
multiplier btm 1.0000OE +00 16 206

1.79761 E-ol 0.0021

ceil union total
multiplied bim 1.0000OE +00 16 206

1.79761 E-01 0.0021
1tally164 nps = 410408

tally type 4 track length estimate of particle flu.
tall y for neutrons

number of histories used for MWtnalizing tallies = 400000.W

vol umw
cdl: 12 22 32 42 2 total

1.22674E+O0 1.22574E+O0 1.22674E+O0 1.22574E+IW 1.22674E+O0 6.12870E+O0

cell 12
multiplier bitx 1.0000OE+ 00 16

3.46689E-02 0.0083

cdl 22
multipiief bin: 1.0000OE + 00 16

1.98780E-01 0.0040

cdl 32
multiplier bin: 1.0000OE +00 16

3.5661 8E-01 0.0026

cdl 42
multiplier bin: 1.0000OE +00 16

4.43864E-01 0.0026

cell 2
multiplier bim 1.0000OE + 00 16

2.70696E-02 0.0106

cdl union total
multipliw bim 1.0000OE+ 00 16

2.1 2248E-01 0.0016
1tally 174 nps = 410408

102

102

102

102

102

102

tally type 4 track Iewtth estimate of particle f Iwx.
tally for neutrons

number of histories used for c-armalizing tallies = 400000.00

volumes
cell: 12 22 32 42 2 total

1.22674E +00 1.22674E +00 1.22S74E +00 1.22674E +-00 1.22674E +00 6.1 2670E +00

cdl 12
multiplier bin 1.0000OE +00 17 102

3.481 16E-02 0.0091

cell 22
multiplier birx 1.0000OE +00 17 102

1.991 07E-01 0.0040

cdl 32
multiplier bitt: 1.0000oE +00 17 102

3.67082E-01 0.0026

Cd 42
multiplier bin: 1.0000OE +00 17 102

4.44211 E-01 0.0026

cdl 2
multiplier bIrK 1.000 WE + 00 17 102

2.71 023E-02 0.0104

ceil union total
multiplier bin 1.0000oE +00 17 102

2.1 2463E-01 O.W16
ltally 184 nps . 410406

tally type 4 track length estimate of particle flux.
tally for neutrons
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number of histories used for iwrmalizing tallies = 400000.00

Vol Umes

cdl: 12 22 32 42 2 total
1.22674E +00 1.22674E+00 1.22674E+ 00 1.22674E + C42 1.22674E + 00 6.12370E +00

cell 12
multiplier bin 1.0000OE +00 18

9.131 18E-03 0.0600

cell 22
multiplierbim I.0000OE+OO 18

6.02666E-02 0.0318

cell 32
multiplier bin 1.0000OE +00 18

8.33607E-02 0.0264

cell 42
multiplier bin: 1.0000OE+OO 18

9.93146E-02 0.0230

cell 2
multiplier bin: 1.0000OE +00 18

7.1 2889E-03 0.1012

cell union total
multiplier bin 1.0000OE +00 18

6.1 838SE-02 0.0149
ltdiy 184 nps . 410406

102

102

102

102

102

102

tally type 4 tr6ek l~th estimate of particle f lax.
tally for rvwtrona

number of histories used for normalizing talks = 400000JN

volumes

cdl: 12 22 32 42 2 total
1.22674E +00 1.22674E +00 1.22674E +00 1.22674E+00 1.22674E +00 6.1 2670E +00

cdl 12
multiplier bin: 1.0000OE+OO 18 102

9.34438E-03 0.0863

cdl 22
multiplier bin: 1.0000OE +00 18 102

6.1 8067E-02 0.0263

cdl 32
multiplier bin: 1.0000OE +00 19 102

9.53423E-02 0.0226

cell 42
multiplier bim 1.0000OE + 00 19 “102

1.021 63E-01 0.0184

cell 2
multiplier bin: 1.0000OE +00 19 102

7.1 8473E-030.08~

cdl union total
multiplier bin 1.0000OE +00 19 102

6.31 262E-02 0.0126
1tally 204 nps . 410406

tally type 4 track length estimate of particle f Iux.
tally for neutrons

number of htstor!+a wed for nwmaliiing tailii . 400000.00

volumes
cdi: 12 22 32 42 2 total

1.22674E+00 1.22674E +00 1.22674E +00 1.22674E +CQ 1.22674E +00 6.12870E +00

cell 12
multiplied b!n: 1.0000OE+OO 20

3.1 6062E-01 0.0087

cdl 22
multipli= bin: 1.0000OE +00 20

1.80788E +00 0.0043

cdl 32
multiplier bim 1.0000OE + 00 20

3.22722E +00 0.0031

cdl 42
multiplier bin: 1.0000OE +00 20

3.99018E+000.0027

ceil 2
multipiii bi!x 1.0000OE +00 20

2.44287E-01 0.0123

-6

-6

-6

-6

-6
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cell union total
multiplier bit-u 1.0000oE+ 00 20 -6

1.91883E+O0 0.0017
1 tally 214 nps . 410408

tally type 4 track length estimate cd particle flux.
tally for neutrons

number of histories used for normalizin-g tallies = 400000.IX

volum-
cdl: 12 22 32 42 2 total

1.22674E +00 1.22574E +00 1.22674E +00 1.22674E +00 1.22574E +00 6.1 2870E +00

Cell 12
multiplier bin! 1.0000OE +00 20 102

1.48463E-01 0.0108

cell 22
multiplier bim 1.0000OE + 00 20 102

8.40674E-01 0.0046

cell 32
multiplier bin: 1.0000oE+ 00 20 102

1 .49600E + 000.0034

cell 42
multiplier bin: 1.0000OE +00 20 102

1.82466E .+00 0.0031

cell 2
multiplier bin: 1.OWOOE +00 20 102

1.12666E-01 0.0146

cdl union total
multiplier bin: 1.0000OE +00 20 102

8.83847E-01 0.0018
1tally 224 nps = 410408

tally type 4 track length climate of particle flux. units 1[cm*02
tally for neutrons

number of histories used for normalizing tallies = 400000.00

volumes

ceil: 12 22 32 42 2 total
1.22674E +00 1.22674E +00 1.22674E +00 1.22674E +00 1.22674E +00 6.1 267oE +00

cell 12
1.601 33E-03 0.0068

cell 22
8.4991 4E-03 0.0036

cell 32
1.60236E-02 0.0026

cell 42
1.7391 8E-02 0.0023

cell 2
1.06406E-03 0.0097

cdl union total
8.88697E-03 0.0014

08/28/88 20:66:03 prebid = 061281S8 17:36:12

. . . . ..+ . . . . . ------ . ..-*+...****.....*.....*..******* .***. +.*** .*.*..* . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..*++*.*... ***** ..**....
dump no. 10 on file runtpe nps = 410406 coil = 122194668 ctm = 198.91 nrn = 886040443

69 warning messages so far.

run terminated when 410 kcode cycles were done.

computet time = 199.84 minutes

mcnp version 4a 10/01 i33
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